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GET24 PAGES OFACTION
COMICS IN EVERY ISSUE OF THE NEW,
IMPROVED NINTENDO POWER!

That's right! The Legend ofZelda comes alive,

depicted by one ofthe world's top illustrators!

Sixteen pages of full-color action in every issue!

PLUS, eightmore pages of bumbling escapades

featuring our favorite video hero, Mario!

PLUS MAXIMUM POWER TIPS, TRICKS

PREVIEWSAND NEW, EXPANDED COVER-

AGE OFALL 3 NINTENDO SYSTEMS!
AND IT'S ALL STILL JUST

The new Nintendo Power
v li/i

features the latest press-hot coverage of all

three Nintendo systems-NES, Game Boy and

SuperNES-ineluding Top Twenty hit lists for

each! Plus more of everything you've come to

expect from the hottestmag on earth!

71 GETITNOW! CALL

When ordering the FREE Nintendo Player's Guide, tell the operat

'code US' lor the NES Game Atlas, ’code U6‘ lor the Game Boy
Player's Guide, 'code UJ' lor the Mario Mania Player's Guide,

'code US' lor the Super NES Player's Guide.

SUBSCRIBENOWAND SCOREA .....
PLAYER'S GUIDE...A $15 VALUE -

Dive into the new, improved Nintendc

Pomnow end pick from fourhot

pages ofcomplete maps for 18 of the

tips, strategies for over 130 action hits!

including an in-depth previewof his

new adventure, Super Mario World!

• Super NES Icode 4681-the inside lowdown on the

newgame line-up for this 16-bitpowerhouse!

It's your choice: Pick one and get it FREE with your subscription

Nintendo Power-for iustSIS!
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CALL

1
-800-255-3700

AND GET

THEPOWER

FOR

IT'S YOUAGAINST THEM! DON'T

GETCAUGHTWITHOUT YOUR

NINTENDO POWER!

I’M HUNGRYFORACTION! SENDME THEPOWER
...NINTENDO POWER!

D YES 1 GIVE IT TO ME! Send me 2d ISSUES over2years~and myFREE Nintendo

Player’s Guide~forjust$30. *

YES!I’M READY FOP IT! Send me 12ISSUESover 1 year-end myFREE
Nintendo Player's Guide-tor just$15 .*

•Prices listed apply to U.S. residents only. Washington State residents add 8.2% sales tat: totalS32 46 lor a

2-year subscription and$16.23lor a l-year subscription. Canadian residents pay $44.94 Canadian funds lor a

2-yearsubscription and$22.47 lor a t-yearsubscripbon Iincludes 7% GSTI.

O NES Game Adas 14651 O Game Boy 14661

O Mario Mania 1467) Q Super NES 1468)

Please print clearly with ink.

NAME

ADDRESS

~cm STATE Up

I )

TELEPHONE NO.

I’m paying for my subscription by Icheck one):

O Check or Money Order (Payable to Nintendo) Q MasterCard Q VISA

/
CREDITCARD NUMBER EXP DATE

CARDHOLDERS NAME

X
CARDHOLDER S SIGNATURE



LaserBlazer™ Intercept LaserBlazer™ Engage LaserBlazer™ Confront

Blastris™ A Blastris™ B Mole Patrol™

INCLUDES 6
GREAT GAMES!

* Suggested U.S.

retail price

Blocks in two variations of

Blastris™ and zap some sneaky alien rodents in

Mole Patrol™. With precision down to a

single pixel, it gives you accuracy that

you've never experienced before! (Nintendo)
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This is the question which we posed to you in Volume 30. It was an effort to come up with an irresistible incentive for
renewing your Nintendo Power subscription. We’re still working on new incentives, but we thought it might be interest
ing to share a few of the suggestions which were received.

SERIOUS CASH-FLOW! A CASE OF BRIBERY GOOD DENTAL HYGIENE
This is what would be irresistible: a

$ 100 ,000 ,000 , 000 ,000 ,000 ,
000 ,

000,000,000,000 shopping spree. Of
course I know you can’t do that, but it

would be nice.

Jeremy Bratcher

Mammoth Cave, KY

Extremely nice!

AND IN THIS CORNER...

I think it would be cool to offer free

NINTENDO POWER boxing shorts.

I have included a sketch of what they

may look like.

Timothy Deems
Fairmont, WV

What would make renewing absolutely

irresistible? If you would print this

Halloween photograph of my son,

Tyson, as Dr. Mario and Game Boy,

that’s what!! We made this costume
together and he won our Mall contest!

Cathy and Tyson Robbins

Warren, PA

OK Cathy, we're happy to run the

photo. Now where’s the cash?

I would run to the post office to order

a yearly subscription to Nintendo
Power if you offered me three truck-

loads of candy and a portable dentist

for all the cavities I would get.

Ann Butzer

Lake Elmo, MN

Let’s see... three truckloads...NAH!
You wouldn’t need a dentist. Your

teeth would havefallen out by that

time.

AIR HAGEN

Something totally irresistible would be

ifyou renewed for a year you would be

able to get three ofyour friends to play

a basketball game against Michael
Jordan and Scottie Pippen.

Isaac Hagen
East Kingston, NH

Ifyou could be any video game charac-

ter, who would you be? Link? Ryu
Hyabusa? Princess Toadstool? Mega
Man? Bowser? Donatello? Zitz? . . .

Blaarg? Send your letters explaining what

character you’d like to be and why you
would want to be that character to:

Nintendo Power
Player’s Pulse

P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, WA
98073-9733
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YOU LIVE WHERE?!?

When Nintendo first came out, to say

we enjoyed hours upon hours ofMario

& Luigi would be an understatement.

Seven months of that enthusiasm pro-

duced these scenes on the walls of our

son’s room. Chrystie and D.J. actually

live in Super Mario Bros. World.
Though these scenes were painted years

ago by my wife an I, our enjoyment of

the NES has not diminished. Thirty-

five games and a Super NES system lat-

er, we still spend time squashing
creatures, dueling monsters and jump-

ing the longest gaps.

Dan Dario

Bangor, PA

FROM THE HOT GLUE
KINGDOM

A few years ago, I decided to make toy

figures out of hot glue. I found that the

creatures in Nintendo games were easy

to make. After I got better at making
them I started to make the people. The
characters are solid hot glue. On some
of them, I glued cloth on and then

used magic markers on them. After

this, I spread on a thin layer of hot glue

so that it wont come apart. The newer

ones (Ganon, Link, Zelda and April)

were painted. They have held up well

considering my four-year-old niece,

Casey, plays with them all the time.

Steve Shelton

Cochranville, PA

It’s timefor Nester to break out his trusty calculator and
do some heavy figuring. This month’s issue contains the

FourthAnnual NesterAwards. Theyear 1991 has passed

us by, but it left us with some fairly impressive software

offerings. Voteforyourfavoritegame in each ofthe given
categories. The number ofcategories which you can vote

on has been expanded thisyear in an effort to give equal

billing to all three Nintendo systems. The winners ofthe
coveted “Nester” will be announced in an upcoming
issue. Ponder your favorites, pull out the perforated

Player's Poll card, push yourpen or pencil, paste your

stamp, andput it in the nearest mailbox...please. Nester

and I thankyou!

Gail Tilden

Editor in Chief

PHONE
DIRECTORY

Subscriptions and

renewals only. 24 hours

a doy, 7 days o week

4 am to Midnight Mon.-Sal.

8 am to 5 pm Sunday

Game
Counseling

1-206-885-7529

4 am to Midnight Mon.-Sat.

8 am to 5 pm Sunday

Pacific Time

VOLUME 34 7



Hot on the heels of Star Wars
for the NES comes an adapta-

tion of its hugely successful se-

quel, The Empire Strikes Back
from JVC. The game follows

Luke Skywalker as he fights the
dreaded Empire, trains to be a

Jedi Knight and attempts to

save Han Solo and Princess Leia

from the clutches of Darth Va-
der. Digitized voices of the char-

acters and a scene by scene
account of Luke'sjourney make
this game a must-play for fans

of the film.

While guarding the hidden Rebel base

on Hoth, you’ve set out to explore a re-

cent meteor-like collision on the sur-

face of the planet. The crater leads to a

massive ice cave. Explore the cave for

possible Imperial Probes and try not to

be surprised by the Wampas that lurk

below the surface.
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LUKE! USE THE FORCE!

W-w*; r

QWHOMP THE WAMPA

TO SCENE 2 )

TAUNTAUN
POWER-UP

FORCE
POWER-UP

TAUNTAUN
POWER-UP

THE EMPIRE
STRIKES BACK

the Control Pad onto the cliffand blast at this bear-like

creature from a safe perch.



Sensors indicate that an Imperial Probe and destroy it before it can do any more
Droid is transmitting the location ofthe damage. Beware of Hothian creatures

Rebel Base from the next ice cave. It’s and deadly water below,

your job to find this evil mechanoid

( START

TRIP ’EM UP
Since the Walkers have such long

legs, you can trip them by hitting

the legs with your Grappling Hook
and Tow Line. You’ve only got five

Tow Lines, so use

them sparingly and

only when you’re sure
'

that they’ll connect.

FIGHT ON FOOT
If your Snowspeeder is shot down
you can fight the Walkers on foot.

Press Up on the Control Pad when
your character is positioned be-

tween the legs of the v
Walker. He’ll climb up
and hit it with the fk
Lightsaber. v

The Probe Droid sent a message to Imperial

Forces detailing the location of Echo Base. Now
ATAT Walkers are making their way across the

snow fields. Climb into your Snowspeeder and

try to slow down the attack while your comrades

escape. You can see the AT-AT Walkers on a radar

view at the top of the screen. Fly towards them
and blast them with your Cannons. Ifyou’re shot

down, you’ll have to take on the Stormtroopers

and Walkers by foot while you’re waiting for an-

other Snowspeeder to appear.
Fir* a Tow Lin* at the legs of an Imperial AT-AT

Walker and you'll drop the Walker into the snow.

0 RETURN PASSAGE
.
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o DESTROY THE DROID

When the Walker pilots see that you

are without a Snowspeeder, they’ll

send down Stormtroopers to fight

you. Hit these Imperial goons as soon

as you see them.

gy meter of the droid. You may be

to make it disappear by leaving the

ral area and returning. If that doesn’t

c, you’ll have to blast it into bits. Grab
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Imperial Stormtroopers have entered

the Rebel Base and are systematically

destroying it. You’ve got to fight off the

Stormtroopers and their AT-ST Walk-

ers so that the last of the rebels can

escape. Then hurry to your X-Wing
Fighter and make your own escape to

Dagobah.

O ROCK THE WALKER

JEDlfcAINING

Obi Wan has instructed you to fly to

Dagobah for Jedi training with the

great master, Yoda. Search for Yoda on
the surface of the planet. Ride on m

platforms.

Alter you go through some of your

Jedi training, you’ll learn that Leia and
Han have been captured by Imperial

Forces in the cloud city t>f Bespin and
that they need your help. Before you
can dock in Bespin, you’ll be

ambushed by Cloud Cars and TIE
Fighters. Circle the city and fire on
these massive forces. When they’ve all

been cleared away, you’ll be able to

continue your journey in the city.

base, stay on the ledge above it anc
fire down diagonally. You should be

able to destroy it without losing

energy.

eral moving platforms. Run under
the platforms first and clear away the

beam-producing generators in the





The T-800 is dispatched from the future with

a mission. He must save the life of John Con-

nor, the boy who will grow up to save the

world from the killer Cyborgs. The Cyborgs

have other ideas, and their Terminator is also

on the way. UN has generally remained true

to the movie, and has added very smooth
playability. This game has some of the best

action of any NES game.

STAGE 1 TRAUMATIC TRUCK5TOP

The first stage would be easy if you had any weapons. But don’t

worry, this Terminator is pretty good with his fists. Just don’t get

surrounded and you’ll be all right. The secret is to stay off die

ground. From the tops of the trucks you can punch out enemies as

they appear. Look for the safe spot.Jump up on the gas tanks of the

trucks, then kneel and punch. You can’t hurt the biker, but he can
mow you down, so be ready to jump when he appears.

FIGHT

1

4
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ALL SYSTEMS ON-LINE
PUNCH AND JUMP WEAPONS SYSTEM

TERMINATOR 2

JUDGMENT DAY

"1 NEED YOUR BIKE...”
No wheels? Not a problem. Just visit your friendly neighborhood hangout and

convince a biker to let you use his. He might take a little persuading.

LJN did a good job with the play action

in this game. The T-800 punches with

both fists, and his movements are

smooth. His jumps are easy to control.

ft

What an awesome collection of weap-

ons. The higher your score, the more

weapons you can choose from. Start the

game with just your fists. In Stage Two
you will get the sawed-off shotgun.

After Stage Three you will go on-line

with the weapons system.

LIMITED POWER
You get four energy refills, then the

game is over unless you get the Conti-

nue in Stage Two (Nope, there are no
codes). Watch your energy bar!

n
15



STAGE 2 RESCUE JOHN CONNOR
The action in this scene is just as fast as the chase in

the movie.John Connor is up ahead on his motor-

bike and the T-1000 is behind you in the truck—

and gaining fast! Dodge the obstacles as you go,

then turn and fire at the truck. Shoot the gates and
don’t forget the Continue. Practice, practice, prac-

tice.

“I SWEAR I WILL
NOT KILL ANYBODY....”

From here on out the rules have been changed. If

you kill anybody your score will be penalized.

That means your choice ofweapons shrinks. The
best thing to do is kneel and shoot ’em in the

knees.

This is ihe only Continue i

you don't miss it. Swerve

don't crash into it.

The sawed off shotgun sure comes in handy here.

Shoot at the gates just right to make them open in

time for you to go through.

STAGE 3 “How s your knee, doctor?”
For three yearsJohn Connor’s

mother, Sarah, has been

locked up in an institution.

Like a modern day Cassandra,

she is doomed to know the

future but is unable to make
anyone believe her. You must
break her out.

1 6 NINTENDO POWER



SHUT IT DOWN TERMINATOR 2
JUDGMENT DAYSTAGE 1

STAGE 5
There are lots of safety hazards in the steel factory, including

steam jets, molten metal, and difficult jumps. On top of all

that you have to defeat the T-1000 Terminator not once, but

three times. You must beat him twice to gain access to the

area where the final battle takes place.

END

STEEL FACTORY



Metro City is in dire need of a new hero! Organ-
ized crime has descended on the city like a

plague. In steps Nightshade. He’s a most un-
common hero. Instead of a cape, he wears an
overcoat. The people at Ultra and Beam Soft-

ware have come up with an innovative game
which combines elements of role-playing

> and action. The game has a real attitude. For

p example, if Nightshade is left standing for

f too long, he will scratch his head, fold his

arms andjust sit there looking at you as if

k he is impatiently waiting your next
command. Humor is used extensive-

Ml ly in the dialogue. Nightshade won’t

I follow any specific route as he
' makes his way through the city

streets, back alleys, sewers and
Kji various buildings of Metro
HH City, but one thing is

clear . . . Sutekh must be
ousted!

Hmmmm.

Nightshade has several helpful com-
mands which will help him negotiate his

way through Metro Citv. Nightshade can

EXAMINE, PICK UP,' OPERATE and

USE items he finds or has hidden away in

his overcoat. He can JUMP, FIGHT and
TALK to people he encounters along the

way. SYSTEM allows you to turn the

music and sound effects on or oft.

There is an element of trial and error in this game. Certain commands will

work only if the particular situation calls for them. For example, if there’s

no reason for Nightshade to jump, he won’t be able to do it. EXAMINE all

you want, but you may not find anything unusual.

\l\TE.\DO POW ER



First Things First
What a mess! Nightshade starts off the game B ffiPj II II

'

in a less than favorable situation. Popularity is V ‘

obviously not on Nightshade’s side as he is
^ 1

tied to a chair in the dark, damp sewers. A single burning candle is the only light

source. As if that wasn’t enough, there’s a bomb on the ground next to him and it’s

ready to explode! The life of a private eye can certainly have its ups and downs. As
long as the ups outweigh the downs, you’ll help Nightshade prevail.

ROOM B-KEY
OPERATE the switch at the left. EXAMINE the armor

to find a key. The expression on the face in the

pointing doesn't mean anything.

ROOM C-CROWBAR

ROOM D-DRAWERS
EXAMINE both of the drowers to find a flashlight and
screwdriver. USE your key on the statue to uncover a

rare Egyptian coin.

ROOM E-FIGHT!
Nightshade can try to

talk to him. but he will

have to fight the short

English guy to proceed.

A good plan of ottack

is to leap over and then

punch him repeatedly

from behind. This is

your first battle!

through a hole and lose Health. USE the screwdriver on

the screws and then OPERATE the switch on the right.

ROOM B-OOPS!!
The chondeher fell to

the floor because

- - "VI' * Nightshade ’oo« out

’? (Y* the screws which held

'1 tXAMINE ihelomp to

• find o note engraved

n-j on o piece of the

The water has stopped

flowing because Nightshade

section of the sewi

good thing he has

flashlight with him

it s darker in the Ic

regions of the sew

19



You Ain’t Popular Yet!
Nightshade, like any hero, must earn and hold the respect of

the citizens he serves. He can find Vortex’s hideout, but to gain

entrance, his popularity rating must be filled up at least into

the blue section of the gauge. To gain popularity with the

people, Nightshade must accomplish several tasks. These tasks

will range from defeating several menacing criminals to rescu-

ing cats in distress. Quite a guy, that Nightshade.

OPERATE the

ladder to pla

When you go to pick up the

kitten, it will scamper down the

ladder and sit down next to the

old lady. She will be very appre-

ciative of your kind oct. You will

be awarded an increase in

popularity.

FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHT g.
Saving Metro City citizens from various evil

characters will benefit your popularity rating.

The amount of popularity that Nightshade

will gain will not always be the same. Always

keep the gauge filled into the blue.

a 9,

;
n s

Continue to visit all of the areas and defeat

any and all enemies which Nightshade may
encounter. He will increase his popularity and

telephone
esta *3*‘s*1 himself as a hero

with more and more citiz-

ens. If you are unfamiliar

,H with a certain screen, it

' nfil
wou^ he a wise decision to

,lgM use the EXAMINE com-

='JSJ mand to search for unusual

HI objects. This will be crucial

jfjflHI in progressing through theH game. Obscure and bla-

pI Bb tantly obvious hints will be

Cf' Hfil offered to you when you

# EXAMINE various things.

;hi



Use this “locator” map of the streets of Metro City to guide Nightshade on his danger-

ous quest to take out the evil Sutckh. The map is not a complete guide to all of the

screens which Nightshade will encounter, but it will help you to get from point A to point B
without getting lost. Some of the screens don’t “flow" together, so it’s fairly easy to get

disoriented.

TIPS AND TARO

GET CAUGHT? DO WHAT ANY
SUPER HERO WOULD DO... ESCAPE!

PICK UP two of the pipes ond USE
to escape the spiked wall.



C OLLECT A/7 CARDS
Puzzle Cards are hidden in every section of McDonaldland. When you
return a certain number ofthem to their rightful owners, you’ll be able to

move on to the next stage. Ifyou collect every Card in a given stage, you’ll

earn special bonuses.

VISIT THREE TYPES OF ACTION SCENES
STANDARD STAGES

Run, jump and search for Puzzle

Cards in the many areas of McDon-
aldland. Ronald McDonald is count-

ing on you to find his Bag of Magic.

SECRET PLACES

By unzipping Zippers, you can slip

into Secret Places and clean up on spe-

cial items. Stand in front of the Zip-

pers and press the B Button.

BONUS GAMES
When your Golden Arch total

exceeds 100 and you finish the current

course, you’ll be sent to a Bonus Level

to earn as many as five 1-Ups.

22 NINTENDO POWER



ONALD NEEDS HELP!\B
The two-player alternating action starts at Ronald McDonald’s Clubhouse
stage. Ronald will tell you of his Bag ofMagic woes and ask you to retrieve at

least four Puzzle Cards from this six-section stage. Your first stop is the Garden, where you

can get acquainted with McDonaldland obstacles.

23



\p RACTICE MAKES PERFECT
Gopher Grove, the second section of Ronald’s leap from platform to platform to the area over the Ending

Clubhouse stage, is a great place to practice Line. You’ll find a Zipper which leads to Secret Place that con-

your running and jumping skills. Climb up to the top, then tains plenty of Golden Arches.

You’ll find a dozen Golden Arches, a 1-

Up and a Puzzle Card in this basic sec-

tion. It’s called “Lazy Leaves” because of
the floating leaf-like platforms in the

area. Use them to get to the top.

LEAF LEAP ENEMIES RETURN
'

B\ IRDIE'S TREEHOUSE
I

Birdie'*. Tr-MhousiThe Treehouse
Cards Needed: S

fgpjj

Once you’ve returned to Ronald’s Clubhouse with at least four

Puzzle Cards, Ronald will show you the way to Birdie’s Treehouse in the

clouds. This lofty level contains six challenging sections, each with a Puzzle

Card. Explore the clouds and mountain tops and return to Birdie’s Treehouse
with at least five Puzzle Cards. When you reach that Card total, Birdie will

show you the way to Grimace’s Highland so that you can continue your search

for Ronald’s Bag of Magic.

You'll spend a lot of time in the

clouds while exploring Birdie's

Treehouse level. Watch your step.

The ice is very thin in some areas. If

you pick up a heavy Block, you could

fall through.

The Puzzle Card in one of the

sections is directly above the Ending

Line. Collect it and drop.

Sometimes you won't be able to

where you're going in the clouds

watch out for holes.

24 NINTENDO POWER



M.C.
Once you’ve been through a few sections of Ronald’s Clubhouse stage, you’ll

be ready for more challenges. There are quite a few useful items in the Moun-
tain View section, including a record breaking eight 1-Ups. Reach the 1-Ups by climbing and

leaping over the top of the screen to the right edge of the area.

OVER-THE-TOP PLAY NETS A TON OF 1-UPS
You can get to the eight 1-Ups in the upper-right area by starting in

the upper-left area and jumping onto platforms above the top ofthe

screen. Although you won’t see your character, you’ll know where

he is by keeping an eye on the center of the screen.

!
Tf n , p

Jump onto the Big Use the Special

Springboard and take Block to fill the

the Special Block. moving dotted lire

Hit the Reverser and

fly to a high perch

near the beginning.

When you get to the

upper-right area, you'll

earn eight 1 -Ups.

By putting a piece of tape on the top,

center port of your TV screen, you can

easily track your character's movement.

|2| RIMACE'S HIGHLANDS
The land of Grimace is made up of six areas that are broken

into two sections. After you’ve returned to your big purple pal with at least

three Puzzle Cards from the first four areas, he’ll make paths that lead to the

last two areas. Collect two more Puzzle Cards in those challenging areas and

Grimace will take you to the Professor’s Workshop. You’re closing in on Ham-
burglar Mick and Mack! There’s only three more levels to go. Collect 1-Ups

whenever possible and keep going!

A Floating Platform will be very useful

when you're exploring a watery section

of Grimace's Highlands.



a AKE YOUR TIME
There’s no time limit in this game. Take it easy

and try not to make any silly mistakes. The
Hidden Glen houses quite a few mean creatures. Watch for

them and hit them with Blocks if they get too close.—
i

ROFESSOR'S

ORKSHOP
Ifyou collected a Puzzle Card for the Professor’s Work-
shop in Ronald’s Clubhouse level, you’ll only have to’

find three more Cards in the five Workshop sections

before you can blast off to Cosmc’s Retreat on the

Moon. These sections feature a wide variety of terrains.

You’ll visit a land of sand, an overgrown forest and a

huge ship before

< under- When you come acros

irch of o a Floating Platform,

in one of carry it around with yoi

e sections. You may need it.

The battle on the boat

©ff©

OSMC'S

ETREAT
Cosmc has built a base on the surface of the Moon.
You’ll have to collect all four of the Puzzle Cards V

available in order to get off this rock. While you’re

exploring Moon tunnels and caves be aware that the

gravity on the Moon is entirely different from the

gravity on Earth. When you jump here, you’ll fly so

high into the air

that you may
miss your mark. (

Don’t let this

added athletic

ability throw

you off.

L .„„= » sb

A q r

r i i

i
r

1
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WO CARDS, ONE LEVEL
You’ll find two Puzzle Cards in this section. One of them goes to Ronald’s

Clubhouse and the other belongs to the Professor’s Workshop.

M.C.
KIDS

BOUNC
There ore 1 44 Golden Arches in this orea. If

you collect enough of them so that your total is

at least 1 00, you'll enter a Bonus Game after

you complete the area.

The four Blocks ot the bottom of the section

hide Reversers. If you try to take the Blocks,

you'll reveal the Reversers and be thrown back

to the starling point of the orea.

BONANZA
Arrows flash on the four Blocks in

the Bonus Game. If you jump to

the Up Arrow, you’ll climb. If you

don’t, you’ll sink.

If you hit all of the Up Arrow Blocks, you'll

climb smoothly and evenly to the top and put

yourself in the position to earn 1 -Ups.

w
0

TP

H O D

mM
Once you climb to the top, you'll enter an area

with five 1 -Ups. Collect them in the right order

and you'll get 'em all.

H AMBURGLAR’S

H IDEOUT

The Fire Bridge will Ash falls from the

start burning as Volcano. Avoid

soon os you set foot contact with this

on it. Get movingl molten material.

©rf®

S PECIAL

H?0RLD
Hamburglar’s Hideout is a world of fire and ash. If you’ve collected every card by the end of the game,

! There are many dangerous areas and many hard to Vy *1/ you’ll be sent to a special world that has many surprises,

reach spots in the volcano. Ifyou’re low on lives, you

should return to Ronald’s Clubhouse and stock up

on 1-Ups in the Mountain View section. Then
return to the Hideout and keep fighting. At the end,

you’ll get the

Bag of Magic

and save Mc-
Donaldland.

We've made it to the last

chapter buddy. Let's get

out there and stop Ham-
burglar from taking over

McDonaldland!



From Aqent #992

Instant Energy
From A^ent #644

Stage Select
You’ll easily power past Mugsy’s minions with a code which
allows you to instantly energize at any point in the game. If

you’re low on energy, press the Start Button to pause the

action. Then press Down on the Control Pad along with the

A, B and Start Buttons, all at the same time. Your empty
energy Hearts will fill up. Use this code whenever you need
a boost.

Skip to any ofthe seven Rainbow Island worlds with a quick

code. When the title screen appears and the message

“PRESS START” is flashing, press the directions on the

Control Pad and the B Button in the following order: Left,

B, Right, Up, Down, Left, Right, B. The message “WORLD
1” will appear. Press the A Button to change the World
Number, then press the Start Button to begin in the desired

World. You can use this code to practice in any section of
the game, but you’ll have to start from the beginning ifyou
want to reach the end.

Pause the game, then press Down, A, B and Start lor an energy refill.

At the title screen, press Left, B, Right,

Up, Down, Left, Right and B to make
the message “World 1 " appear. Then

change the World Number by tapping

A ond press Start to begin.

From AqENT #967

Planeteer Passwords
Since one shot sends you tumbling in this challenging battle

against ecological evil-doers, it’s quite possible that you

could play for hours and never advance past the first level.

Our agents thought that it would only be fair then, to reveal

passwords which will allow you to try a few differ-

Stop and Shop
A different Rockin’ Kats code allows you to stop the action

and change the channel whenever you want. Press the Start

Button to pause the game, then press the A Button three

times. You’ll warp back to the Channel Select screen. This
will give you a chance to select the Shopping Channel and
purchase items that you may need for your next episode.
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ent stages and pilot Captain Planet’s assorted vehicles.

In order to begin in Level 2-1, enter 955783 as your

password. You’ll hop into the Eco-Copter and

attempt to stop Dr. Blight from polluting Yellowstone Park.

Enter 637511 as your password and you’ll go to Level 2-2,

where the search for Dr. Blight continues in a secret lab.

Level 3-1 takes place under water. Enter 148574 to take

charge of the Eco-Sub and hunt down Hoggish Greedly.

You can go straight to Level 3-2 and fight Hoggish in an ille-

gal fish cannery by entering 763754 as your password. Of
course, for the ultimate challenge, you should conquer all of
the levels of the game in order, but these passwords will give

you a peek into what sorts of challenges await you.

From AqcNT #494

Map Select
Our agents have discovered a way to start your journey in

any level of this puzzler.Just enter the nonsense word BAN-
CHOU as your password. The message “Map Select 000”

will appear. Press Down on the Control Pad to change

the Map Select number, then press the Start Button to

begin in the desired area.

^ PASS WORD
BANCHOU

ABCDEFGH 1 TKLM
NOPQRSTUUHXY

Z

• MAP SELECT 136

Enter BANCHOU os your password to coll

up the Map Select Option. Then press

Down on the Control Pad to change the

three digit number which appears. Once
you've arrived at the number which

corresponds with the level you'd like to

worp to, press the Start Button.

tin nm

From AqENT #42i

-Up Bolt

The final battle in Northwall will take all of the monster-

fighting power that you can muster. Before you go into

battle, you can pick up an extra 1-Up in the village by

demonstrating your control

over the elements. Hit the

building in the center of the

i

village with a bolt of light-

!

ning. The villagers will dis-

cover an offering in the

building which will turn out

to be a 1-Up and an addi-

tional chance to fight the vil-

lains of Northwall.

4»

Wanted: Special Agents

A popular activity among Nintendo game experts is

discovering tips and strategies. If you'd like to share

your own special tips with us, send them in! Choose
your own Agent Number (3 digits) and be sure to

include it with your tips.

Our address is:

VOLUME 34 29
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From AqtNT #015

Super Player
Our agents have discovered how you can give your oppo-

nents a run for the money in this realistic tennis exercise

with a two-controller code. While you’re in the middle of a

match, press the Select Button to access the score and stats.

Then, on Controller II, press the R Button twice, Left on the

Control Pad, Down on the Control Pad, the B Button and
the A Button, then press the L Button twice. You’ll hear

applause, indicating that the code has been entered correctly.

Press the A or B Button on Controller I. Several letters and
numbers will appear on the screen. They signify the abilities

of a player in the match.

thus far in the match. Then, on

Controller D, press R twice. Left, Do
B, A, L and L again. Next, press A
B on Controller I. Several digits one

numbers signifying player abi

If the number at the top of the screen is a 0, the digits relate

to the abilities ofPlayer One. If it is a 1, you’re looking at the

abilities of the player on the other side ofthe net (Player Two
in a competitive match). If the number is a 2, these are the

abilities of Player One’s partner (Player Two in a cooperative

doubles match) and if the number is 3, the digits signify the

abilities of the second player on the other side of the net

(Player Two’s partner in a competitive doubles match). You
can change the number at the top of the screen by pressing

the A Button.

The letters and numbers which signify the abilities of a

player are arranged in four rows of eight digits which range

from 0 to 9 then A to F, 0 being the lowest and F being the

highest. The numbers and letters on the top row relate to

the player’s strength and speed. Digits on the second and
third rows relate to the player’s intelligence (only if the play-

er is computer-controlled). Our agents have not discovered

any significance for the digits on the fourth row. Ifyou’d like

to change any ofthe digits, single them out with the Control

Pad and tap the X Button. Then press the Select Button to

return to the game.

The First set of digits that you'll see signifies the abilitie

Press the X Button to change the digits. When all the di

your player will be in top form.

SUPER
mmoworks

From AqENT #958

The Big Payoff

Dragon Coins can be very valuable when they add up to 1-

Ups. You’ll earn a 1-Up by collecting five Dragon Coins in a

single course. Ifthere are more than five Dragon Coins to be

found, you’ll earn another 1-Up for each additional Coin.

The Cheese Bridge Area has potentially more than five Dra-

gon Coins. If you pass up at least one of the five Dragon
Coins in the main course area, you’ll find additional Dragon
Coins after you fly into a new area with Yoshi’s Wings. Once
your Dragon Coin total is five for the course, every addi-

tional Dragon Coin' will net you a 1-Up. Ifyou collect all of
the Dragon Coins in the main area, though, this new area

won’t contain additional Dragon Coins.

RSjSM:

"

h f -i
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From AqENT #155From Agent #414

Airports, Harbors and Stadiums can take a lot ofroom, but

they are essential parts of a growing city. There is a way to

decrease the size of these public facilities, though, without

decreasing their effectiveness. When you see an airplane fly-

ing over an Airport, Harbor or Stadium, quickly select the

disaster icon and choose an airplane crash. The plane will go
down on the targeted building and the ensuing fire will

burn most of it to ashes. As long as one small section of the

building remains in tact, the facility will continue to be as

effective as it was in its original form.

In searching the Warlock Zones of this epic adventure, our

agents have discovered four item-packed secret areas. You

can open the entrances to these hidden rooms by hitting

certain obstacles with your weapon. In Warlock Zone I,

there’s a stone marker directly below the big bell. Hit the

marker and it will move to reveal a hole.When you dive into

the hole, you’ll land in a room full of rocks and special items.

If you’re equipped with at least three pairs of Straw Sandals,

you’ll be able to jump over the rocks and collect the

items.

In Warlock Zone II, you’ll find a locked door just to the east

of the sauna. If you break it open with your weapon and

walk in, you’ll discover another item hideaway.

Once you've hit the stone morker under the bell in Warlock Zone I, you'll

discover the entrance to an item-filled area.

When most residential zones begin to develop, the build-

ings first show up as sets of small modules. If you’re tight

for space, you can bulldoze these modules individually,

leaving space available for more zoning. While this

method does use the space effectively, it also ensures that the

module housing will never develop into something more

substantial.

There are secret areas in Warlock Zones IV and VI which you

can discover by hitting certain walls in the villages. The

hidden entrance in Warlock Zone IV is on the side of a

house and the hidden entrance in Warlock Zone VI is

between two stacks of boxes. See the photos below for exact

locations.
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FAMILIAR WEAPONS AND

.

SOMETHING NEW!
Ifyou’re familiar with the Mega Man games which have

graced the NES, you’ll be familiar with the weaponry

which Mega Man will be able to access by defeating the

bosses in this game. Mega Man also has the use of his

trusty friend, Rush. A new character makes his first

appearance in this game. Quintet will show up after

defeating eight bosses. If you defeat him, he’ll let you
have his special device, the Sakugarne.

© CAPCOM

When will those dastardly robots ever

stop? We hope they never do! However,

don’t tell that to Mega Man. Our mechan-

ical hero is back in the saddle again and rid-

ing high in the newest Game Boy install-

ment of the ever-popular game series. This

new Game Boy game features various boss

robots from Mega Man II and III for the

NES. As usual, that rat Dr. Wily will be

waiting at the end. Mega Man’s Arm Can-

non is primed and at the ready!



ORDER OF ATTACK IS THE KEY
As usual, when Mega Man defeats one of the bosses, he gets and learns how to use the

weapon which the boss wielded against him. We’ve provided the best order for defeating the

bosses. This will allow Mega Man to take full advantage of each special weapon. It’s often

very difficult to beat some bosses without the special weaponry.

4) AIR MAN

1 ) CLASH MAN
Once considered to be a very useful

robot, the converted Clash Man now
resides in his lair making Clash Bombs.

3) WOOD MAN
Much more than just a petrified plank of

pine. Wood Man's leaf attack can send

PRECARIOUS
PLATFORMS
Mega Man must ride three

small platforms to make it

through this section of the

stage. Don't fall off of the

upper moving platforms

because you may fall all

the way to the bottom and

FILL UP ON
ENERGY

e sure you run Mego Man up all

ladders in this section. The ladder

ie right has an Energy Canister at

middle ladder will yield a

TWO-SIDED
ATTACK

THEY KEEP COMING

HLAuti uttilwm
Clash Man moves in a fairly definite pattern. He will

always jump when you shoot. Jump and then

while you’re in the air. Avoiding Clash Bombs is impor-

tant, too. Slide under him to get away from the blasts.

(GAME BOY

CLASH MAN
Various ladders, ledges and moving platforms dominate the terrain. The
majority ofmovement is vertical in this stage, so watch where you step and

fall! You could land on any one of the deadly spikes and lose a precious life.

Look out for the Prop-Tops near the end of the stage.



METAL MAN
Starting offon a conveyor belt is a clue as to what lies ahead for have to survive falls, grinding gears and spiked magnets. He
our main man in this stage. Dr. Wily has created a seriously will need to traverse the entire length ofMetal Man’s abode to

solid structure for Metal Man to call his home. Mega Man will reach and destroy him.

r difficulty in dealing with the

Black-ball Bats is thot they usually will

attack in groups. They are slow, but

each bat will take two hits to be
defeated. You'll only be able to hit and

destroy them when they're flying.

Enter this pseudo-jungle and find some very tough enemies.

Make your way down to the water section for an even greater

challenge. If you have Rush Marine, you’ll be able to go under

the water and then it should be no problem at all. The last third

of the stage is like a mirror-image of the first part.

RUSH MARINE
It is always best to call upon Rush Marine if

there is water present in any given stage. Push

the Start Button to access your subscreen and

then choose "RM" from your list of weapons.

Press the B Button to call up Rush Marine then

hop in and take an under-

water cruise. Keep a close

watch on Rush Marine's

power meter—you can't

use him forever because

the energy will run down
unless you recharge it with

Energy Pod.

COOK THE HOT DOG!
The key to defeating the Hot Dog is

speed and precise positioning. Stand

just on the edge of the small ledge.

Jump and fire rapidly when the Hot

Dog exhales his blasting beost-breath.

Be patient because the Hot Dog
requires multiple hits to be defeated.
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It makes sense! Wood is usually cut with some type of blade. Wood Man appears

to be no different from any other type ofwood. A few good blasts with the Metal

Blade should reduce Wood Man to small stump status. Ifyou have more than half

of your Energy gauge filled, you will have no problem with Wood Man. Fire at

him when his shield is down.

Metal Man will be very upset

that Mega Man has penetrated

his fortress and reached his lair.

Use the Clash Bombs which

you obtained from Clash Man.

You will only have a few Clash

Bomb shots, then you’ll have to

switch to the Arm Cannon to

finish him off. Me,al Man frantically bounces up and down throwing a

harraae of blazina blades. Bomb him a few times.

SLIDE UNDER THE CHICKENS

BOSS

TOO NARROW? SLIDE!
Mega Man's creator. Dr. Light, taught

him the sliding technique before his

third NES adventure. Mego Man needs

to use that skill in this section. Hold



BIG AIR TIKIS AND LITTLE BIRDS
The Hooting Air Tikis will appear when you get near them. To see their location, jump out to the right and turn

around in mid-air. They will appear. Jump onto them, but watch out for the spikes (they look like horns). They
aren't instantly deadly, although they will do considerable domage if touched. Throughout the Air Man stage,
birds will fly onto the screen corrying eggs. They will drop the eg
The eggs will hatch several small, pesky birds. It's almost impossil

to defeat all of the small birds, so get the egg and the bird that

carries the egg before it even has o chance to hatch.

It’s a cloudy day as Mega Man takes to the skies in search of that blow-hard, Air Man.
The clouds can easily trick you into going in the wrong direction. Mega Man knows
that Air Man’s Air Shooter is a powerful weapon.

There is a large Power-Up

ball hidden behind the

cloud in this area. Make
i to get it. The squiggly

non-stop in this oreo. Shoot

3 3
<t*

Power-

Ups they

leave

V '
' a

s'
**

MORE FAMILIAR FACES AT THE HALF-WAY POINT!
OK, you’ve beaten the first four bosses.

Now you have to go through four more!

The new bosses have all made an appear-

ance in Mega Man III on the NES. As
with the first four, there is a certain order

in which they should be defeated. Start

off with Needle Man. When Mega Man
hops into a warp transporter he will be
whisked off to that stage.



mmwamm
Hard Man feels safe in the solid foundation of his earthen

retreat. He shouldn’t! This stage features rocky terrain and some
serious enemies. Watch out for the Trap Snappers which leap up
from their cages. Mega Man can use his ability to slide to get past

these traps.

Ml
\sm Si

The first part of the Top Man st

disappearing ledges can be very

Marine to get by this area. It

Bobcats.Jump over the bouncin

sure that you get the easy 1-L

Mm
age features a water section. The
tricky to negotiate, so use Rush

akes many hits to destroy the

g ball that they shoot out. Make
> by using Rush Coil.

IJjgLs

§n
tjf
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When Mega Man dusts offthe eight bosses along with Quintet, he will chase

Dr. Wily into outer space. Wily and his crazy cohorts have constructed an

immense space station that is orbiting die planet. Mega Man must forge his

y through it at all costs. Various enemies from previous stages are sure to

:. Who knows what Wily has up his evil sleeves!

You’re doomed this time, Wily!

GAME BOY



Following the success of their NES adventure, Buster Bunny and
his Looney Toon pals have crossed over to Game Boy in Tiny Toon
Adventures from Konami. This all new four-stage story follows the

toon trio ofBuster, Plucky and Hamton as they help Babs become a

big star. Babs is on her way to the theatre and our heroes want to

make sure that she gets there safely.

You can switch from one happenin’

hero to the next at any time in your

bunny-protecting mission.

ony nasty thugs get i

ay, I can bowl them

uith a Watermelon.knock 'em for o loop

with my Pineapples.

54 NINTENDO POWER Tiny Toon Adventures characters, names and related indicia are trademarks ot Warner Bros. Inc © 1991 © 1992 Konam
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Montana Max and a group of Rats pop out of six holes in

this bonus game. Hit ’em with a Hammer as they appear

and you’ll earn points toward a big bonus.

Before Babs leaves for the theatre, she’s going to learn the fine art ofact-

ing at the drama school in the forest. Hop onto her trail and make sure

that the creatures of the forest behave tbemselves. A mountain blocks

your path in the middle of the stage. Find Dizzy Devil and he’ll cut a path

through this massive mound of dirt and rocks.

START TO®-

Beat one of three wacky runners to the finish line for a

bonus. By outrunning the speed Little Beeper, you’ll net a

valuable Big Heart.

STAGE ONE: THE FOREST (



STAGE THREE: HAUNTED HOUSE
It takes a lot of courage to be on the stage. Babs has

decided to show that she’s not afraid of anything by
braving the dangers ofa haunted house on her way to

the theatre. You’ve got to follow in her footsteps and
make sure that she gets out of this hare-raising epi-

sode without being nabbed by a ghoul.

56 NINTENDO POWER
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Before you can follow Babs out ofthe city, you’re going to have

to show Arnold a few fancy steps. Hop onto this muscle-bound

mongrel while he’s flexing.

STAGE FOUR: MONTANA MAX

Outwit the Rots in another

some helpful bonus items.
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Play all ofthe casino standards in the Practice Mode to learn

the ins and outs of big time gambling, from playing the slots

to shooting craps. When you’re just practicing, it’s no big

deal when the chips are down!
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The stakes really are high in the latest gambling game from Electro Brain. It pits undercover agent Pete

Rosetti against some of the meanest Mafia mobsters ever, and he has to beat them at their own
games. Fortunately for Rosetti, the game features both challenge and practice modes, so rusty' play-

ers can hone their skills playing Blackjack, Slots, Video Poker or Craps before taking on the

five cool kingpins. High Stakes is also battery backed, so Rosetti can take a break between
gambling goons and return to rout those who remain later. The odds are against him because

he has to go to their own clubs and tackle them on their own turf. But he’s a top cop with a

cool and calculating mind—and he has some tricks up his sleeve, too. Lady Luck just might be
;

\ on his side.
;• __ ... ...I,,-- . r ;
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As undercover agent Rosetti,

you will challenge each of the

ringleaders at four games: Black

Jack, Video Poker, Slots, and

Draw Poker. When it comes to

the final showdowns, if you

can’t outscore them, they get off

scot free.

— ihe Swap Hand
card to take his winners and leave

him with your losers. It's an expensive

option to buy from Shady, but it's fun

to turn Ihe tables.

]
lt's a good idea to

keep an ace in the

hole, especially

when you're play-

ing Black Jack.

;n They' re one of

Shady's less ex-

offerings, but you can hold

3 at once. When you have the

go back and buy more to

Jokers are, of

What card dc

uiuun ^nc* , *ie 9uessworw
*"**"**"* The dealer stands on

(3Cn 1 7, so use a Deal

Down card then de-

cide whether or not to take a hit. Stockup

with them before you play Black JackShady has Kings for

5D options from

Shady, and use

to help you plan your nex

s in Black Jock and Draw Pc

rice varies depending on

you're about to ploy.

There’s a shady character lurking in the alley, and, boy, does

he have a deal for you. You know that the mobsters are dirty

dealers; you can even the odds by keeping cards hidden up

your sleeves. Play them when the time is right!

muii uimiLj

CHECK THE
SCORECARD

5T5D

$75D

5250

55DD 525D
l£RB551000 1

5500

BEST BET

m^
m ul

GO FOR BROKE

KEEP SOMETHING UP YOUR SLEEVE



WHAT

WHEN WE LAST SAW PRINCESS TOAD-
STOOL A MONTH AGO, SHE HAP TAKEN
OFF IN HOT PURSUIT OF HER DUBIOUS
SUITOR, BOWSER. PERSEVERING
PLUMBERS MARIO AND LUIGI PLUNGED
INTO THE PIPE AFTER HER, BUT THEY
HOOKED UP WITH THE WRONG CON-
NECTION SOMEWHERE. THEY PLOPPED
OUT OF THE PIPE BESIDE AN ENOR-
MOUS EGG AND HATCHED UP A PLAN
TO COOK IT FOR DINNER. THE EGG
DID A LITTLE HATCHING OF ITS OWN,
THOUGH.... I

THIS IS NOT
WHAT I

SGG6PBCTE0

/

SOMETHING
ASAURUS!

I PONT LIKE
THE WAV IT'S

LOOKING



I PONT
THINK WE'LL
SURVIVE THE
SEARCH/

MEANWHILE,
IN THE
DESERT...

ANP WE RE
OUT OF
WATER/

IT'S PRY
AS A
BONE/

BE REASONABLE-
THERE'S NOT A

CLOUP IN THE
SKY.'

WAIT/ WHERE
PIP THAT

COME FROM?

A LITTLE
DEHYDRATION

WON'T STOP ME:

PRINCESS,

THE TROOPS
ARE

POOPED.

CLOUDS'

RAIN
DANCE/

HELP/ WE MUST
HAVE PONE THE WRONG
DANCE/ IT'S RAINING

SPINYSf



BACK AT THE
COOKOUT...

JHUFF, HUFFS
I CANT RUN
ANOTHER
STEP/

HELP/

LUIGI'
OVER
HERE/

WHEW! THAT WAS
A CLOSE ONE.'

HANG ON,
WEEGE/

A KING'SIZEP CATERPILLAR

!

NOW IT'S

REALLY
MAO'





LISTEN—
HE

SOUNDS
• KIND OP
FRIENQL Y.

YOSHI,
yosHi,
yosm.

yoshi,
yosm.

yosHiff

WHO KNOWS?
HOLD ON'WHERE...??

_/VV / \
If I THINK r < f YOU WANT r
Y HE ' yosm us to hop )

LIKES
-j. ^ \ ON?

us. "U—5>' v y
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Y06HI

VILLAGE



YESIRREE, THE WHOLE
AFFAIR'S BEEN BAP FOR
BUSINESS. SAV, HOW
ABOUT HELPING ME OUT-
I'LL GIVE YOU A GREAT

PEAL, ANP THE MERCHAN-
OI6E IS A-NUMBER-ONE,



ARE YOU OKAY?
SPEAK TO US'

THE PRINCESS
GUARD/ BOWSERS

GOT
HER/

PLUMBERS
WORK IS
NEVER
DONE'

IT'S THE
PPPRINCESS

PRINCESS'
WHAT HAPPENED ?

TO BE CONTINUED..
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GRAND PRIZE

I 'MEET THE BAND AND GO BACKSTAGE

• HAVE DINNER WITH THE BAND

•WIN AN OFFICIAL TRIXTER TOUR JACKET

"
• SCORE A NINTENDO GAME BOY SYSTEM

SECOND PRIZE 100 WINNER
A COPY OF WHITE KNUCKLE SCORIN’

(your choice of cassette or compact disc)

AUTOGRAPHED BY MARIO!

TO ENTER:
print your name, address, phone
number, age and answers to the
following question on a postcard
or plain 3”x5” piece of paper.

NAME THREE RECORDING ARTISTS WHO CONTRIBUTED
A SONG TO THE WHITE KNUCKLE SCORIN’ ALBUM.

\ 3 . ^ 3 . ^
WHITE KNUCKLE SCORIN’ WITH TRIXTER CONTEST

P.0. Box 97062

Redmond, WA 98073-9762

Official Contest Rules

(no purchase necessary)

All entries for the White Knuckle Scorin’ With Trixter

Contest must include name, address, phone number and

age. All entries must be postmarked no later than April 1,

1992. The winners will be selected on or about April 15,

1992 from among all eligible entries. One entry per person,

please. Grand Prize winner will be notified by phone.

Second Prize winners will be notified by mail. By accepting

their prizes, winners consent to the use oftheir names,pho-

tographs, or other likenesses for the purposes of advertise-

ments or promotions on behalf of “Nintendo Power”

magazine or Nintendo of America Inc. without further

compensation. Chances ofwinning are determined by the

total number ofentries received. No substitution ofprizes is

permitted. All prizes will be awarded. To receive a list of

winners, which will be available after April 30, 1992, send

your request to the address provided above.

GRAND PRIZE: Nintendo will arrange air travel and

accommodations for the Grand Prize winner and one guest

to attend a Trixter concert If the winner is under the age of

18, he or she must be accompanied by a parent or acting

guardian. Value of the Grand Prize is approximately $2000.

The actual datetof the trip is subject to final determination

by Nintendo of America. This contest is not open to

employees of Nintendo of America Inc., their affiliates,

agencies, or immediate families. Void in Canada and else-

where where prohibited by law. This contest is subject to all

federal, state, and local laws and regulations.
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T o find rhe first Healing Pot and
make Nasir's journey in

I.akeland easier, you must go to

the Gold Otve. From rhe entrance, go
left, up, right and up again. Now take

the first left you come to and the first

way up. Once again take the first left,

then continue to follow the path until

you reach the Treasure Chest. Inside

you’ll find the first Healing Pot, which
increases your Health Points.

HOW DO I RESCUE GILES?

efore you can rescue Giles,

you’ll have to find him in the

Gold Cave. Start at the
entrance and take rhe following path:

go left, up, right, up, left, up, left and
through the door. Then turn right and

To find Giles, follow the winding route through the

Gold Cove os indicated in the directions above.

go through the next door. Now contin-

ue by moving right, up, right, up and
then take the door. Giles is outside on
the mountain top, and he is injured.

Give him the Healing Pot and lead

him back to Atland through the Gold

Giles is on the mountain top and he is injured. Give
him the Healing Pot that you found in the cove.

Cave. On the return journey, don’t

expect Giles to keep up with your pace.

He moves quite slowly. After all, he
has been sick. Don’t worry about pro-

tecting him from monsters, however, as

Giles is invincible to attack.

1* : \

I Thonk ynu f I've made It home!
Isabel/, thanks to you!

Li
Now return to the cove, taking Giles with you.
Bring him back to the village of Atland.
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DRAKKHENa wn
HOW DO 1 GET PAST THE SHARK?

Jeff Suddath

T he first way to get past the

shark is to place a character at

the foot of the bridge facing the

casde. When the shark passes under the

bridge and appears on the right side,

sprint across. The second method is to

wade into the water to the left of the

bridge. Gently tap the controller to the

right when the shark goes under the

bridge. When the shark appears on the

right side of the bridge, run into the

casde.
At the inslont the shark fin shows up on the

right side, run forward to the castle.

Wade into the moat. When the shark goes under

the bridge, move onto the bridge at the right.

HOW DO I GET PAST THE ROAD? I ?

W hen you try to cross the

glowing road of arrows east

of Hordkhen’s Castle in the

middle of the map, monsters appear

and block it. There are two ways to

fool the monsters and cross the road.

First, you can turn around and walk

backwards toward where the monsters

wait, proving die theory that what you

can’t see can’t hurt you. The second

method is to circle around to the north

and cross over to the eastern side.
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The second method to cross the rood is to circle

around to the north before heading east.

To ovoid monsters on the Glowing Road, face

West and walk backwards to the East.

Say Hello To The "E3" Team
The “E3” Team at Nintendo of
America stands for "Evenins Shift,

Team Three." From left they are:

Roy Binder, Casey Pel key, Jeffrey

Decker, Dennis Carino, Elaine
Hutchison, Tony Burgess and
Heather Wayman. Jon Gibson is in

front on the left along with Geo
Smith. Not pictured is Mike
Frazier, last seen headed toward
Cafe Mario. By night and by day,

at work and at play, E3 Team
members never cease in their

preparations to answer the
toughest, rarest and weirdest
video game questions in America.

They are the “Unstumpables.” If

you’re losing sleep over a game,
these are the pros who can help
you.
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WARRIOR
HOW DO I FIND THE GOLDEN
CLAW IN THE PYRAMID?

T he Golden Claw is hidden deep

in the Pyramid. If you go hunt-

ing for it, make sure you are at

level 21 or above, because magic spells

do not work in the basement areas

where you must go. You’ll have to fight

your way through. Once you enter the

Pyramid, walk north to the middle of
the first intersection. There you will fell

into the pit to the first basement. Now
search the lower right section of the

basement to find a hidden staircase to

the second basement. In the second
basement, follow the path until you
find the coffin on the altar. Search the

coffin for the Golden Claw. Now that

you have the Golden Claw, your

If you ore at level 21 , enter the Pyramid, walk
north to the intersection and drop into the hole.

chance of meeting monsters increases

four fold.

Go to the lower right basement corner. Search for

the hidden stairs, then find the coffin on the altar.

HOW DO I BUILD EXPERIENCE QUICKLY? a
B uilding up your experience lev-

els is one of the most impor-
tant aspects of Dragon Warrior

1. Unfortunately, building experience

points seems to take forever. Since the

only way to build your experience is by
defeating monsters, what you need to

hurry up the process is to meet more
monsters. Go monster hunting once
you have the Golden Claw. You’ll meet
four times as many monsters as you
would without it. Follow the instruc-

tions above to find the Golden Claw in

the Pyramid.

HOW DO I BECOME A SAGE?

I
f you want one of your party
members to become a Sage, you’ll

have to travel to the Tower of
Garuna northwest ofJipang. Inside the

Tower is the Book of Satori. To find

the Book you must climb up to the

fifth floor of the Tower, battling mon-
sters and mapping your route. On the

fifth floor you’ll find a tightrope. Fall

off the middle of the tightrope into

the chasm. At the bottom of the chasm
you’ll find the Book of Satori in a trea-

sure chest. Now go to the nearby
Shrine of Dhama where characters can

change their professions. Have the par-

ty member who is to become the Sage

activate the USE command on the

Book. Your character now becomes a

Sage, one of the most powerful magic

users in the game. Only your hero
character cannot become a Sage.

At the Shrine of Dhama your character USES
the Book and becomes a Level One Sage.
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METROID
HOW DO I REACH
THE SPRING BALL?

T he Spring Ball is located in one

of the early caverns, but it’s easy

to miss. Ifyou have between 27
and 34 Metroids left to defeat, you’re in

the right area. Look lor two Save Points

close together and then exit the left

door. Spider Ball up the wall of plat-

forms then defeat the Metroid in the

upper room. Now bomb your way
down to get the Wave Beam. Return to

the Metroid room, go outside and roll

up to the top of the area. Now head

right and down into the narrow pas-

sage. Bomb left through the wall to the

Statue’s chamber and get ready for a

surprise. The Spring Ball crystal will

come to life when you jump on it! The
only way to destroy the Spring Ball is

by rolling up in a ball and bombing
continuously. Once you defeat it, you’ll

win the Spring Ball.

Use the Spider Ball to roll up to the top. The
Wave Beam is useful in this oreo.

If you shoot the Artifactor Statue, the boll Only one attack will work against this enemy.
Roll up in a ball and use your bombs against it.

WRITE TO:
Counselors' Corner
P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, WA
98073-9733

CALL:
(206) 885-7529
Nintendo Game Play

Counselors are on call

Mon-Sat., 4:00 am to

Midnight and Sun.,

8:00 am to 5:00 pm,
Pacific time.
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Lemmings don't waste time thinking. In fact,

the real little rodents have a curious history of
marching mindlessly off cliffs, into water, and
smack into other perilous situations, totally

oblivious to the danger. The Lemmings in

SunSoft's new Super NES game are much like

the real things. They drop out of a trap door
and start walking without any thought to their

destination or purpose. It's up to you, the play-
er, to guide them safely to the exit—and that's

not as easy as it might sound. You'll have to
assign them special skills to get them to cre-

ate bridges, blast through obstacles, or dig
down to openings below. And theyjust keep
marching with total disregard for their safety
while you decide how to reach the exit With
more than 120 progressively difficult puzzles,
it's a great challenge for players who like to
solve problems and save Lemmings.

I don’t know where, but I’m going.

When you first see the area

and location of the exit, pause

the game and plan out what

you’ll have to make the Lem-
mings do in order to reach it.

SELECT A SKILL FAST FINISHMM SSi
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Hurry up.
Lei's gel moving!

The Lemmings may be in a big hurry, but they’ll never reach

their destination unless you take the time to teach them some

special skills. The number of Lemmings that can be assigned

to each skill is shown above the individual icons.

BASHER
Bashers can churn

through many of the ob-

Stacies that block the
LEVEL 5 SUN a Basher can

Lemmings paths. Press A break through walls that look

and assign the skill just as ike solid granite. The other

the Lemming is about to ^"3*^^
reach the roadblock.

lil the path is

LEVEL 4 TAXING They can

also blast through big bricks

to tunnel under obstacles

that they can't break, like the

solid concrete blocks above.

Keep the others occupied

while the bridge is under

construction.

above the exit so the

Lemmings won t be fried by

the fire that shoots out

horizontally.

LEVEL 1 8 TRICKY This lev

is tricky indeed. The exit i

hidden in the boulder on t

stone ledge. Use a Buildei

( BUILDER
Builders are one of the

handiest Lemmings.

They can bridge huge

gaps and build platforms,

but they build only short

sections, so you have to

keep an eye on them.

DIGGER )

Diggers are maniacs for

hard work. They tunnel

straight down through

most surfaces, and they

don’t stop until the job

is done or you assign

them new job tasks.

from the door above to dig

through the ledge to the exit.

LEVEL 1 2 MAYHEM Use

the soil, then do some fast

building to prepare the way

others.

LEVEL 2 FUN Floaters drift

gently dowry Fallers, on the

other hand, go splat. You'll

have your first opportunity to

float in the second level.

LEVEL 1 2 TRICKY Float one

begin to build ramps up to

catch the others. While the

first one builds, float the

Fallers.

LEVEL 16 TAXING The first

step in this level is a doozy.

You can use only four

C FLOATER
Floaters pop out umbrellas

and drift to graceful land-

ings. If there aren’t enough
umbrellas, make the first

Lemmings float down and

build ramps for the rest.

-naan
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MINER )

Talk about tough! Miners tun-

nel through hard surfaces at an

angle, which comes in handy

when you want the other Lem-
mings to descend gradually

instead of falling.

J2J1 ["Erl
esshsiI feSsurS

LEVEL 4 FUN There's LEVEL 23 TRICKY Begin by
nowhere to go but down! using a Basher to tunnel

EVEL 27 TRICKY Set a
locker, then have a Miner

Use your single Miner to

tunnel o path to the lower

level, then make all of the

Lemmings climb.

then climb out and pick

path back to free the re

the pack.

dig at an angle that will

make the tunnel open low

enough to let the Lemming

land safely.

LEVEL 3 FUN Set Blockers at

the end of ledges to keep

the others from walking off

the ends. It's fortunate that

100%.

LEVEL 29 FUN You have

plenty of Blockers in this

level. Set one on the right ta

keep Lemmings out of the

drink, then begin to tunnel to

LEVEL 1 5 MAYHEM You

have to step lively in this

level! First, set a Blocker on

the right, then pause and

( BLOCKER
Blockers stop in one
place and turn other

Lemmings back in the

opposite direction.

There’s no way to move
or change them, so once

they’re set, you can’t

save them.

BOMBER )

Like the Blockers,

Bombers sacrifice

themselves to save the

other Lemmings. Use

them to blast through

ledges and to blow

holes in the ground.

LEVEL 6 FUN Timing is

critical with Bombers

because they wait five

seconds to explode. Set one

to go off beside the pillar as

LEVEL 1 8 FUN Bombers are

your only choice in this level.

Set them to go off above

areas that will be safe for

LEVEL 25 TAXING When
you don't have Blockers, you

pits that will hold the pack

while you build essential

( CUMBER

LEVEL 20 TAXING Selec

the climbing icon and press

A just as a Lemming reaches

an obstacle, it will climb until

something blocks it from

LEVEL 1 1 TRICKY If you tin

it carefully, you can use the

Climbers to blast through

walls. Set it so they explod

Once a Climber, always a

Climber. You have to keep

tabs on them. They don’t turn

back at obstacles like the other

Lemmings do—they just start

climbing again.

Zoom in on Ihe hoi spots
When things are happening really fast, scrolling with the Left

and Right Buttons uses valuable time that might make you miss

important moves. You can move around more quickly by using a

special technique. To move to a new location, put your cursor at

that point on the map in the lower right corner.When you press

the A Button, you will pop to that place instandy!
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Take o look ol

these tough ones!
The levels become more challenging as you move up, and it

helps to learn strategies in the early stages. Later, you’ll have to

figure out solutions to new problems. Below are techniques that

work in a few of the more difficult levels.

TRICKY— LEVEL 13
There’s no time to lose at the beginning ofthis tricky level. You have

to start building and set blockers right away to keep the loony Lem-

mings from taking a plunge, and you have to rescue 70%.

Use the first Lemming

to start building a

ramp up to the right,

then set the next two

Blockers to keep the

others in the center.

When your Builder

completes the ramp,

make him a Climber.

Before he drops off

won't splat land.

Make the Floater be-

gin building immedi-

ately when he lands.

Build to the upper

right as shown, then

turn back and build

towards the center,

Now walk over to the

right, float down, and

continue to the right

side of the platform.

Make your Lemming

build a short ramp over

to the exit.

TAXINQ-level i

You must rescue 99% ofthe 100 Lemmings released in this level. The

task is made doubly hard because you have so few skills to assign: you

start with eight Builders but only two of everything else.

As your first Basher

begins digging the

tunnel below, you

should change your

Floater into a second

Basher to dig through

the second columa

After your Climber

reaches the top of the

broken column, give

him floating skills so

he'll land safely and

be able to cross to the

After he bashes

through the column,

have your first Lem-

ming build a bridge to

the right. Place it low

a Digger to start a

hole, then change

him into a Basher.

Bash a tunnel to the

right to meet up with

the ramp you’ll Txjild.

You’ll begin this level with only five Diggers, five Miners, 15 builders,

and 10 Bombers. You can’t use any of the Bombers, though, because

you have to rescue all of the 75 Lemmings released!
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Nasty Neanderthals have I

nabbed the neighbors of kooky I

cavemen Joe and Mac. Grab a
[

club and help 'em knock sense
|

into their Stone Age foes.

CAVEMAN ANTICS
I

Jump into the action-packed world ofjoe and Mac and take on a band ofprehistoric
plunderers in this two-player simultaneous thriller from Data East. It’s survival of the
fittest and funniest in 12 awesome stages of devious dinosaurs, tricky pterodactyls and
other crazy creatures. Joe and Mac are happy heroes who swing their clubs, toss cave-

man weapons and leap high into the air

I

with acrobatic ease. Since there are three

levels ofdifficulty, you can set the challenge

according to your own game-playing skills.

Start fighting and secure your position on
the evolutionary ladder.
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FIRE STONE WHEELS

05? (Qy 0330(333(333333
If you dub everything in sight and demonstrate

some awesome caveman moves, you’ll find You’ll find four types ofv-— " —

-

1 - n,.

plenty of energizing food in every stage. Meat Eggs and jumping up to

comes in three sizes. Small chops refill a half*

Heart, medium sized roasts refill a full Heart and

big steaks refill a Heart-and-a-half. Eat right and BONES BOOMERANGS

TWICE THE FUN
Two-player simultaneous action allows

for both Joe and Mac to get into the

action and take on the enemies as a team.

If you choose the Two Player Super

Game option, you’ll have to make sure

that you get out of the way ofyour part-

ner’s fire or you’ll get hit.



... A huge Tyrannosaurus Rex sleeps at the end ofthis short, rocky

stage. Watch for small Pterodactyls and Neanderthals along the

way and get ready for a big battle with the Tyrannosaurus. If you’re

equipped, you’ll knock out this big bully in a hurry.

FLyAND CRACK
Ride on the back

of a Pterodactyl

and jump up to the

Egg. Then crack it

open and collect a

PLANTS
AND GEYSERS

INCOMING ITEM
A Pterodactyl flies

into this area carrying

an Egg. Hit it while it's

flying over solid

ground and grab the

item from the Egg

when it cracks.

UNPLUG THE FISH PULL UP THE WEEDS
Small versions of the

Caveman-Eating

Plant appear here.

Hit them before they

have a chance to
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VtaSe BEE HIVES
The tree home of the Pootera-

nodon is littered with huge pre-

historic Bee Hives. Try to avoid the

Bees and knock down their Hives or

move on up, out of Bee reach.

BLAST THE BEES
The Bees will disappear once you've

climbed out of range or knocked down
their Hives. If you hit the Hives from below,

move out of the way.

The huge Pooteranodon

ture which attacks

in close to the

SUPER NES



Action on the river scrolls automa-

tically. If you stay too close to the

left edge of the screen, you may get knocked off the floating plat-

form. Jump from one platform to the next and hit the prehistoric

Piranhas that leap out of the water in large groups. Stay on guard

and prepare for your fight with the Fishosaurus.

CLEAR THE WAy
p from platform to Geyser to platform, hit all of the

rea. Then, when the oir is clear, start hopping.

HIT THE BRAKES

HIDDEN STAGE
_

Hit the Red Egg when all of the

enemies in the area ore gone and fly

off to this special place.

A school of the shark-

like Fishosaurus fly

out of the water some-

times three-at-a-time at

the end of the stage.

Run to the center of

/ the screen and hit

these finned fiends as

they fly out of the

water on either side.
Moke your woy to the center of the screen and try to hit the Fishosaurus before they can catch up to you.
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ULTRASAURUS

(LEAN UP IN THE BONUS STAGE:

In some stages, after you break the Red Eggs, you’ll fly to hidden areas.These

sections always contain a Key. Collect the Keys and use them to pass the

markers that block your way on the map and enter the blue Bonus Stages. In

these areas, you can earn energy, items and 1-Ups by performing a few simple

tasks. Find them on the map and give them a try.

You’ll climb up the

crowded slope of the cliff

and take on another Poo-

teranodon in this short

stage. Take it easy and try

to save energy while you

You’ll slowly be carried

down the waterfall by a

tired Pterodactyl. Avoid

the falling Rocks and

save your energy for the

fight at the bottom.

Grab the Meat before it drops and

disappears to earn a 1 -Up.

Break



The slippery surface of this ice cave can cause you to slide into the spikes.

Watch your step and make sure to grab the 1-Up near the beginning.

The surface

contact with

platforms or

After your cold reception in the Ice Cave, you’ll be ready for a changi
mate. Get ready for a scorcher on the Volcano.



Ip hovering over a bottomless pit. Ride on Before your big battle with the Boneosaurus, you can

erodactyl over the pit, then jump off before defeat a smaller dinosaur for an energizing Steak.

BONEOSAURUS

The huge Boneosaurus fights

like the Tyrannosaurus in

Stage H. Hit it when you have

a clear shot, then move away
when it attacks.

60!

in down and attack in this area. Don't let

rj you and move out of the way quickly.

A new group of Neanderthals rolls into this area and

attacks with strength and speed. Hit 'em when you can,

then keep moving.

THERE'S ONE MORE
LAsisA Lt battle



Coming Soon for the Super NES
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THE GOLDEN RULE
An ancient legend of Hyrule tells of
a Magic Power locked away in a secret,

Golden Land by seven wise men. That age

of the world has passed and now a wizard

named Agahnim appears in Hyrule. At

the same time, descendants of the seven

wise men of legend begin to disappear.

When Princess Zelda also vanishes, Link

can no longer sit idly by. So begins Ninten-

do’s classic new adventure that links two

worlds—one of Light and one of Dark-

ness— where treasures or terrors may lie

beneath the stones and in the shadows.

*Look for The Legend ofZelda: A Link to

the Past at most Nintendo Dealer locations

May 1st.

TM & © 1990, 1991 Nintendo

From the overhead view to the

ingenious puzzles that must be

solved, A Link To The Past cap-

tures the freedom and excite-

ment of the early Legend of

Zelda. This time the world is

larger, the story deeper, Link

has new powers and the gra-

phics are incredible!

COMPARING ZELDAS

H1I



LINK'S TOOLS OF
Whether they are hidden be-

neath rocks, in caves, buried in

theground orguarded by mon-
sters these items are the real

keys to Link’s success. Some
items can be used in many
ways and in many places.

Others are used only once.

Explore thoroughly: bombing
cutting lifting pushing and
hitting everything! Use your

_

items everywhere

!

MUSHROOM
Look for the Mushroom
dark, moist glen, then g
to o friend in return for

r. .BOW & ARROWS
You'll find the Bow and

Arrows eoriy on, and you'll

need them. Too bad these

hopping enemies don't have

bull’s-eyes, or do they?

MAGIC POWDER
Turn ferocious enemies into

spineless blobs by tossing

Magic Powder in their faces.

The Powder is brewed from

FIREROD
Turn foes into toast with a blast

of the Firerod. You'll need

Magic to operate it. The

Firerod doubles as a lamp-

ICEROD
Freeze enemies in their tracks,

then finish them off with your

sword using the Icerod. Like the

other magic rods, the Icerod

requires Magic.

BOMBOS
Each of the three medallions has

a very interesting purpose, but

they can olso be used against

explode all sorts of myths.

ETHER
Although the foremost

function of the Ether is for

Dark World insiders only,

you can also use it to freeze

foes solid.

QUAKE
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THE TRADE

BOOK OF MUDORA
Strange Hyrule-glyphs are

written on tablets throughout

the land. Only if you have

the Book of Mudora can you

translate the words.

ni9-jn

*^\CANE OF BYRNA
\ S 4sy For the best protection

// around, use the magical

// Cane of Byrna. You can even

/f protect yourself from

enemies while swimming!

BOTTLE
Bottles hold potions and

other things like live bees.

Buy Bottles in town or find

them in the countryside by

poking your nose under

everything.

MAGIC CAPE
Not all is what it appears to

be, especially if Link dons

'ie magic cape. Enemies

an’t hurt what they can't

te, even in the Dark World.

BUG-CATCHING NET
Don't let those bees bug

you. Catch one with the Net

and store it in a Bottle.

Release it later to attack

foes. Then try catching a

J

aCANE of somaria
9 The Cane of Somaria creates

blocks, which can be used in

several ways. You can also

defend yourself by shooting

fire in four directions.

0 © © ©

MAGIC MIRROR
One step through the

lookinglass takes you back

where you came from. Look

for a friend to give you this

gift before you scale the

heights.

• SWORD
Link's main weapon is

the sword. He can swing

it for a regular attack or

power it up by holding

down the B Button,

which results in the

awesome Spin Attack.

There are four levels of

swords waiting for Link

somewhere in Hyrule.

• BOOTS
The Pegasus Boots giv

Link the ability to run i

super speed. Using the

Dash Attack, he ru

fast that he plows

straight through

Try crashing intc

and other things

what happens.

• CLOTHES
Clothes and

partially protect Link

from the blows of his

enemies. You never hr

to activate or choose

Mail, but

protective Mail you must

find it. There are three

SHIELD

• FLIPPERS
Zora's Flippers allow

Link to swim in the lakes

and rivers of Hyrule.

Many places can be

reached only after you

buy the Flippers, but

buying them won't be as

easy as walking into a

shop and laying down
your Rupees.

Link's Shield can stop

arrows and other enemy
attacks. Three Shields

are available during the

Learn how Link

moves his Shield during

battle. When he attacks.

Link moves the Shield to

his right side.

•MOON PEARL
One of the strangest

aspects of the Dark

World is that you

change shape when you

enter. People become

rabbits, pigs and other

strange creotures. Once

you have the Moon
Pearl, you will retain

your true shape.

• POWER GLOVES
Power Gloves give Link incredible

strength—enough to lift great stones or

push monolithic

statues. Throughout

Hyrule, many trea-

ts and hidden

doorways will be

found beneath
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A HYRULE:THE LI6
The Kingdom of Hyrule has

many regions and many secrets

in each of those regions. The

overworld shown here is just

the surface. Caves, dungeons,

castles and buildings contain

many hidden levels. Explore

each of the eight regions in

greater detail in thefollowing

pages. Ifyou fulfill the tasks

here, you'll he ready to move
ahead to the Dark World.

LOST WOODS &

OUTER WOODLANDS
. PAGE 88

KAKARIKO VILLAGE

& OUTSKIRTS
PAGE 89

DESERT OF MYSTERY

& THE CANYONS
. PAGE 90
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LOST WOODS
OUTER WOODLANDS

THE SECRET OF
THE MASTER SWORD
Legend tells of an ancient sword that

lies somewhere in the Lost Woods. Is it

Link’s destiny to claim this mighty

sword? You must venture into the drift-

ing mists of the woods to find out. Your

eyes may play tricks on you there.

Beware of thieves and secretive crea-

tures who dwell in the greenwood.

A secret glade deep in the forest con-,

tains a monument with the Master

Sword embedded in it. Strange writing

on the monument is meaningless

without a translation.

Fulfill the quest of the three Pendants, then return for

DEN OF THIEVES

Earlier in the Lost Woods you may have

bumped into one of the band ofthieves
who dwell here. This thief, however, will

not rob you blind. Go into his house

and take what you find.

The path to the top ofDeath Mountain
winds through dark tunnels. Link will

be attacked often, but he’ll also meet a

friend along the way.
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The Blacksmith can do nothing for you

until his partner returns. When the

partner does come back, your sword

can be tempered for a harder edge.

THE QUARRELING
BROTHERS

The brother in the first room isn’t

speaking to the brother in the second

room. Blow a hole in the wall between

the two rooms to get them talking

again, then run a race outside to earn a

piece of Heart Container.

SUPER NES

I

THE LEGEND OF

ZELDA
ALINKTOTHEPAST

One book has been left out in the

House of Books, but it is stuck on top

of the bookcase. Use your head, and

your feet, to retrieve the book.

HOUSE

MYSTERIOUS HUT

COLLECT THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IN THIS REGION

BUG-CATCHING NET MASTER SWORD (LEVEL THREE)

BOOK OF MUDORA THREE HEART CONTAINER PIECES

TWO BOTTLES

OF CHANCE

KAKARIKO

VILLAGE

THE LEGENDS OF
HYRULE
In the village ofKakariko you’ll learn of

many legends and secrets that will help

you in your quest. Be sure to speak with

everyone, but be prepared to run. Link

has a price on his head and some villag-

ers will call for the soldiers. Besides

information, there are many items to

pick up here.

*~::i

The Inn has two rooms and two ways

in. Enter from the top or bottom. Learn

useful facts in the main room and find a

Botde in the upper room.

MYSTERIOUS HUT

There doesn’t appear to be any way to

enter this building. If there isn’t a door,

then use a bomb. Not all walls can be

bombed, of

course, and

some cracked

walls can be

knocked down
with the Dash

Attack.



DESERT OF

MYSTERY

HOME OF THE MUDORANS
The entrance to the palace in the desert

is locked and the monolith that con-

tains the key is written in the strange

script of the ancient Mudorans. Other
monuments throughout Hyrule share

this mysterious language. Learn to

translate the Mudoran language, then

enter the temple.

The fellow in the canyon has nothing to

say to you unless you pull up his sign-

post. If you take the sign later, he will

unlock a rr

tery.

DESERT PALACE

Leevers and rotating lasers keep Link

hot-footing it through the Palace in

search of the second Pendant. One of

the keys to the Palace is to remember
your hard knocks

in the House of

Books.You’ll need

true enlighten-

ment to reach the

final chamber.
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DEATH

MOUNTAIN

THE FINAL PENDANT

The dangerous trails and tunnels of

Death Mountain lead to a fabled tower

on the summit. There Link must battle

for the final Pendant, but reaching the

tower won’t be easy. Look for help

along the way, and on the top, seek out

the Spectacle Rocks to reach the tower.

MOON PEARL

ETHER

MAGIC MIRROR
FOUR HEART CONTAINER PIECES

MOUNTAIN CAVE

The Old Man in the Mountain Cave

will give you a valuable gift. Hereafter,

you can start your journey at the

Mountain Cave, Link’s House or the

Sanctuary.

BROKEN BRIDGE

The planks ofthis bridge rotted and fell

away long ago. Now Link’s only hope to

cross the span is the Hookshot. When
I you have obtain-

ed the Hookshot,

return to the

bridge and search

out its secrets.

Once Link steps onto the

Portal he will be transported

to the Dark World where

people have new shapes and

even the hills may be flat. Use

the Mirror to return to the

spectacle of the Light World.

The Mountain Tower has many floors, and some areas are accessible only by falling

through holes from above. Look for the long fall to the Faeries’ Spring in the base-

ment, and don’t leave the Tower without the Moon Pearl. To lower barriers, use your

Boomerang on the glowing Crystal Switches.
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CASTLE OF

HYRULE

THE FIRST QUEST:

RESCUE ZELDA

Heed the telepathic summons of Prin-

cess Zelda and slog your way through

the downpour to the Casde. A secret

way inside will be found concealed

beneath a bush. Once inside, Link’s

uncle will provide a sword and shield.

Now you must find Zelda somewhere
in the basement dungeon.

SWORD
SHIELD

BOOMERANG

MAGIC CAPE

TWO HEART
CONTAINER PIECES

/ \

a
Learn to use the statues and turns in the

hallways for launching surprise attacks

on the guards. Once Zelda is safe, head
for the Sanctuary.

GRAVEYARD

You never know what you’ll find beneath

stones in Hyrule. That is especially true

in the Graveyard. Link should push all of

the stones, even

though some
won’t budge and

others reveal hid-

den dangers.

After clearing the Mountain Tower, get the Master Sword
return to the Castle. Agahnim (the wizard) lives in the

chamber. Link must cast him from tbe heights.
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EASTERN PALACE

& VICINITY

THE TASK OF THE ELDER
The wise Elder of Kakariko Village,

Sahasrahla, has taken refuge near the

Eastern Palace. He will tell you of the

importance of the three Pendants. If

you defeat the Armos Knights, you’ll

win the first Pendant. Link should also

visit the headwaters of the river to

obtain valuable items.

Here you can sample the Life Potion

(for free) or buy a supply of Life, Magic

or Life & Magic

Potion. The
woman outside

requires a special

ingredient.

THE LEGEND OF

ZELDA
ALINKTOTHEPAST

(LAKE HYLIA SOUTH WARP)

OF

SAHASRAHLA

TO

ZORA'S FALLS

WHIRLPOOL
(SWAMP WARP)

BOOMERANG (LEVEL 2) ONE HEART

BOW & ARROWS PEGASUS BOOTS CONTAINER PIECE

FLIPPERS MAGIC POWDER SHIELO (LEVEL 2)

/ \

WATERFALL OF
WISHING

The Water Faerie inside the Waterfall

ofWishing can alter an item ifyou tossH it into the pool,

but she won’t

transform just

any item.

SHRINE OF
SAHASRAHLA

The Village Elder is sought by the

forces of evil. Here in his refuge LinkH may learn much
of his destiny.

After clearing

the Eastern

Palace, return

Although the map above

does not show Zora’s Falls, it

shows the route that will take

you there. Zora can give you
a special item, but for the

very steep price of 500

Rupees.

EASTERN PALACE

The Eastern Palace holds many secrets

and dangers. Once you have the Bow &
Arrows, some A'cc'

—

u u"

—

easy targets. Be sure

to bomb walls and

push stones as you

search for the

Armos Knights.

To obtain the Big Key in

the Treasure Chest, defeat

who cannot be destroyed.



GREAT SWAMP &
ENVIRONS

THE SWAMP HOLDS
DEEP MYSTERIES

The tall grasses, stone statues and many
ponds of the Great Swamp conceal

secrets from the age of legends. Solving

the puzzles, like that of the Haunted

Grove, is a more involved task than

simply stumbling across a treasure. Pay

heed to messages and explore the

darkest corners.

COLLECT THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IN THIS REGION

LAMP
FLUTE

TWO HEART
CONTAINER PIECES

WHIRLPOOL
(MAGIC

WARP)

HAUNTED GROVE SWAMP RUINS

LINK’S HOUSE

This is where Link begins his long

quest. Search the single room for the

Lamp before heading out into the rain.

Later on, you

can begin ses-

sions of play in

this central loca-

tion.

A great civilization once thrived here.

Inside the Ruins remains a token of
their technology—a water gate that

drains the pools. Although inconven-

ient for local fish, draining ponds will

help Link in another dimension.
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LAKE HYLIA &
SURROUNDING
SHORELANDS

THE SEARCH FOR
STRENGTH AND HAPPINESS

The large lake in the southeast corner

ofHyrule has secrets both in its waters

and on its shores. You’ll need the Flip-

pers to explore the lake area, but early

in the game you can find much on the

shore. The Fountain ofHappiness has a

special secret that is worth its price in

Rupees.

Swimming is the only

woy to cover most of the

lake, but the Flippers

won't be found here.

Look for them in the

streams of the North.

FORTUNE TELLER

For a small fee, the Fortune Teller will

give you advice about what to do or

who to see next

on your journey,

but don’t expect

too much help

from him.

To the left of the Faerie’s Spring is the

Ice Cave, but you can’t reach the Trea-

sure Chest from here. There must be

another entrance from the outside. Test

the theory with bombs.

*—

J

FAERIE'S SPRING

(ICE CAVE)

WHIRLPOOL (LOST WOODS WARP)

COLLECT THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IN THIS REGION

ICEROD ONE HEART CONTAINER PIECE

BOTTLE

WHIRLPOOL
(WATERFALL OF

WISHING WARP)

FOUNTAIN OF
HAPPINESS

Happiness isn’t cheap. Bring lots of

Rupees to this shrine and cast them
into the pool. Keep throwing Rupees

into the pool until you get a reward.

In Hyrule, the Whirlpools can be used

to transport Link from one area to an-

other. Swim directly over the Whirl-

pool and you’ll be transported to a place

across the kingdom. It’s the fastest way

to travel in Hyrule.

I-



THE DARK WOR
Look for liny holes

in the canopy that

mark the trail

through the outer

LIGHT & DARK

The Dark World is a twisted reflection of the familiar Light World ofHyrule. Paths

and mountains may be oddly shifted, and new enemies wander the eerie forests.

Link can pass between the two worlds using the Portals and the Mirror. Several

Portals besides the one on Death Mountain can be found. While searching for the

seven Crystals, Link will have to go back and forth between the worlds many times
to get items and clues that can be used in the opposite world.

DARK PALACE

The first Crystal is hidden inside the

intricate maze of the Dark Palace, but

there is a maze of thorny trees outside

that you must first pass through. Once
inside, search for the Magic Hammer.
Enemies with shells can be defeated

only by using the Hammer. Be sure to

push stones and statues and take plen

of bombs to fight the Dun-
geon Master.

When Agahnim captured

the descendants ofthe seven

wise men oflegend, he brought

them to the Dark World and
imprisoned them in Crystals.

These seven must now befreed

or theforces ofthe Dark World

will invade Hyrule. It is said

thatfor every evil-doer there is

one hero who can stop the

wickedness andsave the world.
Link is that hero, but the evil

power of the Dark World is<
controlled by someone stronger

than Agahnim. Now, through

seven dungeons and many
other dangers. Link must
prove himself the champion.

The difficulties hove

only begun by the

time you reach the

entrance to the Dark

Palace.

Some places in the Light World can be reached only

by going to the Dark World first, then transporting.
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LINKS TRUE
QUEST BEGINS

Use the Hammer lo pound

the posts into the floor. Also

The Dork Palace is the

Shoot an o

red Goriyc

BASEMENT A

BASEMENT B

WILL LINK FULFILL HIS DESTINY?
The Legend ofZelda: A Link To The Past might be called the

ultimate adventure. There is action for those players who love

adventure, mysteries for thosewho love secrets, two worlds to

explore and a story that ties it all together. The quest has just

begun, although already it seems like it has been a long road.

Link’s path will pass through the seven levels of the Dark
World and the Golden Pyramid. He will meet unlikely

friends and face dangers in both the Light and Dark Worlds
before hearing whispers of the dreaded name of Ganon.

f |0
sSi A ia 5
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Nintendo Power Awar

For Graphics and Sound:
A. NES B. GAME BOY ^

C. SUPER NES ^
1. Battletoads 1. Battletoads 1. ActRaiser

2. Ninja Gaiden HI 2. Castlevania II: 2. Final Fantasy II

3. Shatterhand Belmont’s Revenge 3. Super Castlevania H
4. Star Wars 3. Mega Man in Dr. Wily’s Revenge 4. Super Ghouls ’N Ghosts

5. Robin Hood: 4. Metroid II: Return of Samus 5. Super Mario World

Prince of Thieves 5. R-Type

For Theme and Fun:
D. NES E. GAME BOY F. SUPER NES

1. Adventures of Lolo 3 1. Caesar’s Palace 1. ActRaiser

2. Battletoads 2. Final Fantasy Adventure 2. Final Fantasy II

3. Shatterhand 3. Mega Man 3. SimCity

4. Star Trek in Dr. Wily’s Revenge 4. Super Mario World

5. StarTropics 4. Nintendo World Cup Soccer

5. Operation C

5. Super Tennis

G. NES

1. Adventures of Lolo 3

2. Battletoads

3. Ninja Gaiden III

4. The Rocketeer w
5. The Simpsons:

Bart vs. the Space Mutants

H. GAME BOY

I. Final Fantasy Adventure

2. Final Fantasy Legend II

3. Mega Man

in Dr. Wily’s Revenge

4. Metroid II: Return of Samus

5. Sword of Hope

I. SUPER NES

1. PilotWings

2. Populous

3. Super Ghouls 'N Ghosts

4. SimCity

5. U.N. Squadron

For Play Control:

J. NES K. GAME BOY L. SUPER NES"V
1. Battletoads 1. Battletoads 1. ActRaiser

2. High Speed 2. Castlevania II: 2. F-Zero

3. Kabuki: Quantum Fighter Belmont’s Revenge 3. Super Mario World

4. MetalStorm 3. Kid Icarus 4. Super R-Type

5. Shatterhand 4. Metroid II: Return of Samus 5. U.N. Squadron

5. R-Type
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ds ’91 K'THE HESTERS!
VnD THE NOMINEES ARE:

II M

* M. For Best Multi-Player N. For Best Overall

* or Simultaneous: (
an x v**™) Villain: (“"y system)

1. Battletoads (NES)

2. Tecmo Super Bowl (NES)

3. F-l Race (Game Boy)

4. The Hunt For Red October

(Game Boy)

5. Super Tennis (Super NES)

1. Bowser (Super Mario World)

2. Dark Queen (Battletoads)

3. Dr. Wily

(Mega Man in Dr. Wily
T

s Revenge)

4. Sardius (SuperGhouls'N Ghosts)

5. Zoda (StarTropics)

1. Final Fantasy II (Super NES]

2. The Hunt For Red October (Game Boy)

3. Infogenius Personal Organizer

(Game Boy)

4. PilotWings (Super NES)

5. Smash TV (NES)

P. NES

1. Battletoads

2. Ninja Gaiden m
3. Star Wars

4. StarTropics

5. Tecmo Super Bowl

Best Overall:

Q. GAME BOY

1. Castlevania II:

Belmont’s Revenge

2. Final Fantasy Adventure

3. Mega Man in Dr. Wily’s Revenge

4. Metroid II: Return of Samus

5. Operation C

R. SUPER NES

1. ActRaiser

2. Final Fantasy II

3. SimCity

4. Super Ghouls ’N Ghosts

5. Super Mario World

tMSSBSSB^^S55BSS5SMSMMt

-.h\ : i
>1 j 3m
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4 THE NESTERS! +++*++++*+++++++++++++++++++++***
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ACTRAISER I I FINAL FANTASYll I NINJA GAIDENlI
Chris Welsh Mantua, NJ

Alex & Francis Crick Bellevue, WA
Derek Weber Berthoud, CO
Robert Bryk

Brian Miller

Chris Higgins

George Dickson

Fairfield, CT

Portland, IN

Philadelphia, PA
Woodbury, TN

Thomas Lipschultz Mount Penn, PA
James Geter

Brion Sohn

Chris Hartman

Cam Finley

Shawn Tucker

Torbert, LA

Yorba Linda, CA
Washington, DC
Bellevue, WA
Millstadt, IL

Nathan & Jessica Mignone San Mateo, CA

1 CASTLEVANIA It BMP 1

Ted Pacific Bangor, Ml

Ryan Petty Reno, NV
Finished

Finished

DRAKKHEN
Craig Jones Glendale, CA
Nick Rizzi New Berlin, Wl
Robert Tate Barstow, CA
Denis Munoz Bronx, NY
Georgia Maben Auburn, CA

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

DR. MARIO
David Aplin Clio, Ml

Brenda Posh Austin, TX
862,800
660,200

Bill Keller Portage, Ml

Bryon Guarisco Shirley, NY
Barbara Renaud Pitt Meadows, BC

Kevin McDowell Hemet, CA

592,800

584,200

345,000
314,700

Pat Noschese Medford, NY
Ginny Magliolo Stafford, PA
Tony Poole Millington, MD
Robert Tennent Modesto, CA

313,500

305,100

300,700
212,000

DR. MARIO
Troy Swan Albany, OR
Ron Brady Vancouver, WA

310,200

201,976

DUCK TALES
Richard Boogaart Orlando, FL

Brian Thorne Verona, NY
Robert Machado Arlington, VA

Finished

Finished

Finished

FARIA

Stephen Krasner Potomac, MD Finished

I FINAL FIGHT I

Richie Martin Johnson City, TN Finished

Romell Alvarado El Paso, TX Finished

Dave Clemons San Francisco, CA Finished

Steve Abraham Mesa, AZ Finished

Anthony Nguyen Barling, AR Finished

Wilson Rouse Alexandria, VA Finished

Steve & John Tsouramanis Haverill, MA Finished

John Lawrence Houston, TX Finished

Alex & Brian Keh Huntington Beach, CA Finished

Greg Newton Taft, CA Finished

PR NCESS TOMATO IN

THE SALAD KINGDOM
William Hariegle Allentown, PA Finished

Francis Krueger III Glen Cove, NY Finished

Kevin Fischer Beloit, Wl Finished

Pamela Kaczmarek Troy, Ml Finished

I BATTLETOADS I

Mike Linklatter Thunder Bay, ON Finished

I BATTLE UNITZEOTHI

I THE IMMORTAL! ISUPER MARIO WORLDl

[ KLAX
Kelly Cuddie Cave Junction, OR Finished

I THE LITTLE MERMAID I

David Goodfeltow

Ashley Arimborgo

Michael Everhail

Tina Bufgan

Michael Waters

Larry & Aileen Bornasal

Erica Prestwood

Missy Oberbeck
Jonathan Gormley

Catherine Cianci

Joey Jonas

Nick Brankovic

Greg Donahue

Carol Lehet

Noel Schomhorst

Jason Niehaus

Brandon Parker

Christa Hillenbarg

& Ricky Vergara

Jennifer Kerr

David Doucette

Elliott DiBattista

Chris Towne

Milton, ON
APO, AE

Janesville, Wl
Branchville, NJ

Elizabethtown, KY
Lake Ronkonkoma, NY F

Harrison, NY
Wisconsin Rapids, V
Fort Washington, PI

Harrison, NY
Arnold, MD
Aloha, OR
Pikesville, MD
Benton, PA
Fort Smith, AR
Roswell, GA
Safety Harbor, FL

Spring Valley, CA
Galesburg, IL

Woodstock, GA
Roselle, IL

Turner Falls, MA

Chris Shepard

Ken Heintz

Aaron Schrader

Justin McQueen
Trevor Gritzmacher

Frank Mirovsky

Douglas Putt

Michael Scott

William Moulden
Ivan Martinez

Scott Aaronson

& Jon Marcus

Christopher Drake

Stanford, CA
Knoxville, TN
Brookfield, MO
San Jose, CA
Sheboygan, Wl
Massapequa, NY
Indiana, PA
Mukilteo, WA
Silver Spring, MD
Fontana, CA

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

TETRIS
Gary Gold

Nancy Gregory

Ken Anderson

Vincent Alejo

Brian Korn

Coral Springs, FL

Woodburn, OR
Elgin, IL

Ewa Beach, HI

Springfield, PA

855,751

508,740

477,523

468,067
394,729

I THE UNINVITED I

THE ADVENTURES
OF LOLO m

Pat O'Hara

Heather Clarkson

Patrick Corrigan

Barbara Reynolds

Kevin Macherione

Casey Sharp

Kathy Shipp

Keith Ciccarillo

Jerry Powell

Gene Wilcox

Brent Waters

Malvern, PA
Reed City, Ml

Seattle, WA
Port Republic, NJ

Vincentown, NJ
Elkland, MO
Joplin, MO
New Britain, CT

Coeur d'Alene, ID

Hempstead, TX
Winnipeg, MB

Randy Cross Meadow Vista, CA
April & Albert Walker Livingston, NJ

Dean Foster Chicago, IL

Charles Fengler Atkins, AR
Austin Parr Trumbull, CT

Chicago, IL

IU.N. SQUADRON I

Timon Wilson Bowie, MD Finished

Allen R. Dajao Vallejo, CA Finished

Kerry Domangue, Jr. Houma, LA Finished

Raymond Bentsen Morton Groves, IL Finished

Join the league of Power Players by
sending photos of your high scores to:

Nintendo Power Players
P.O. Box 97033

g

Redmond, WA 98073-9733
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TWO GUYS' OPINIONS Oi\i THE LATEST RELEASES
Our pair of opinionated players have been busy keeping up In this issue they review Terminator 2:Judgment Day, Extra

with all of the latest NES, Game Boy and Super NES releases. Innings and much more.

[ GEORGE I
*"et s ke§‘n w ' t *1 Blazebusters for the NES.

mmmmJ It's a fire-fighting rescue game. You control

two fire fighters on the ground who have a trampoline while a
[!

third fire fighter bounces on the trampoline and attempts to

save people from a burning building.

Backdraft it ain’t.

f GEORGE I
You’re right. But I don’t think it’s meant to be

a realistic fire-fighting simulation or anything

like that. It’s definitely aiming for a young audience. The fire

fighters look simplistic, like Fisher-Price characters, and the

game play is very basic.

( ROB « h’s incredibly basic . . . sort of like Pong or

Alleyway with a burning building theme, I

think that a little kid could have fun playing it and wouldn’t

be frustrated at all by difficulty.

isfl pM

1
Sim

ii rr i=! ini m.. M
Personal Power Meters for Blazebusters. George: 2.5 3.0 2.5 3.0 Rob: 3.0 4.0

3.0 3.0.

[ GEORGE I
^he Empire Strikes Back is reviewed else-

where in this issue. I’d like to point out

that the story follows the plot of the movie scene by scene

and that the graphics and sound are excellent but the play

control may take some getting used to. In tight situations

where you have to jump from one moving ice flow to the

next, for example, it takes a lot of practice before you can hit

the next ice flow every time. Barring that, I think that I like it

even more than the Star Wars game.

| pQg |
Moving on to Godzilla 1 ... this is a strategy

game where you are in charge ofarmed forces

who attempt to keep Godzilla and other monsters from

destroying the city in several different scenarios.

( GEORGE 1
1 *ts a pretty cool concept. I like the fact

that you have all of these defenses, like planes

and tanks, and you can use them strategically to fight off the

monsters.

ROB ^ Yeah, the concept’s OK, but it’s really more

liI like a board game than it is a video game. You

could play this just as easily on a table top with little plastic

pieces as you could on your NES.

|
QEQRRE j|

That’s true, though, in this case, you have the

computer controlling the monsters, while in a

board game, you’d need a second player.The first Godzilla game

had a fair amount ofaction and some strategy elements. It looks

like the sequel is concentrating much more on strategy.

f ROR |
And for a game that is named after one of the

greatest movie monsters ever, I would like a

lot more action, a lot more destruction and game play that

requires good dexterity.
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| QEQRGE |
Super Square Deal

, made for the NES, and

Square Deal, made for Game Boy, are

more or less the same game. They fit the mold of puzzle

games like Tetris, Hatris and Dr. Mario. In this case, we’re

dealing with cards that fall into a five-by-five grid and the

object is to match three cards ofthe same number or suit. I’m

not really a puzzle game maniac, so one or two games of this

type would be just fine for me. They seem to be falling out of

the woodwork.

ROB
)

I think they should have called this game

F
-

I Pokertris. The card game idea serves as only a

backdrop while the game is just another Tetris-like puzzler.

It’s fun and a good temporary diversion but it’s not one of

those games that you would play for hours on end.

Personal Power Meters for Super Personal Power Meters for Square

Square Deal. George: 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.5 Deal. George: 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.5 Rob:

Rob: 3.0 3.5 3.5 3.0. 3.0 3.5 3.5 3.0.

GEORGES ^ y°u re looking for more of a traditional

Poker and Blackjack game, you should check

out High Stakes which is reviewed in this issue’s Game Boy

section. Our next game is Terminator 2:Judgment Day, an

NES version of last summer’s biggest movie. Just like The
Empire Strikes Back for the NES, this game is a scene by

scene movie adaptation. You control the Terminator charac-

ter as he tries to find and destroy the new Terminator. It’s got

decent graphics and good action and I think that people who
like the movie will be pretty satisfied with the game.

f pQg The problem that I had with it from a graphics

standpoint is that the character is really

wimpy compared to Arnold Schwarzenegger. You see a good

depiction of Arnold on the title screen, but during actual

game play, the character that you control looks kind of slight.

I thought he would have been bulkier. Another thing is that I

found it to be pretty difficult in the motorcycle stage. About

three seconds after you begin, you crash into this wall with

almost no chance to react.

Rob: 3.5 4.0 3.5 2.0.

(
ftpnpfiC |

Well, I suppose that you could get some tips

from the review in this issue. On to

Wizardry II: Knight of Diamonds, which is part of the

popular series ofWizardry PC games that is being adapted to

the NES. Like the first Wizardry game for the NES, I’m sure

that this one is very deep and challenging, though I would

only recommend it to real hardcore role-playing game fans.

I

ROB I
^'s a ^ot Dungeons & Dragons and I think

that you really have to be into it in order to

enjoy it. And since the viewpoint is first-person perspective,

you’d get lost very easily unless you made pretty good maps

and notes. It’s not a game that you can just sit down and play

without getting really involved.

'

,
: I
fV 8?

r i IMIii
Personal Power Meiers for Wizardry H: Knight of Diamonds. George: 3.5 2.5 2.0

3.5 Rob: 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.5.

[ GEORGE I Lo°klnS at t^ie Game Boy lineup, there’s

a puzzle game called Pop Up. You guide

a bouncing ball through obstacle courses, picking up helpful

items along the way.

f POB H
I *ts a §0°d game. It’s fun and challeng-

ing, but I think that it could use a help feature

so that ifyou got stuck you could get a few pointers. In one of

the early screens, for instance, there’s a brick wall in the way

with seemingly no way to pass it. I could have used a tip on

how to get around to the other side of the wall.

f
GFQRRP \

Actually, there’s an item which allows your

ball to break through the wall. I didn’t find the

game to be too difficult because every item that you need is

there on the screen. As long as you know what the items do,

you can get through pretty easily.

- _ _ — —
s.8 g

.6*8 ^
6^6r 6 * O a

L_ ± it 6
Personal Power Meters for Pop Up. George: 3.5 3.0 3.5 3.5 Rob: 3.0 3.0 3.0

3.0.

f pQg I Pyramids of Ra is next. The object of this

puzzle game is to break all of the tiles in a

series of rooms with a bouncing ball in a way that you can

return to the starting point when all of the tiles are broken.

The Pyramid theme is a bit of a reach.

I found the game to be fun and fast moving

but not incredibly challenging. I went

through probably 15 rooms, each on the first or second try,

and it didn’t really take a lot ofbrain power to figure out. The
puzzles may get more difficult as you move on.

on

Personal Power Meters for Pyramids of Ra. George: 3.5 3.5 3.0 4.0 Rob: 4.0 3.0

3.0 3.0.
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ROB |
I’m sure that they do. Up next is Star Saver.

I In this running and jumping space game, your
objective is to travel to several different planets and save your
friends from evil aliens.

f GEORGE I
* f°ur>d the game to be quite difficult and

J frustrating. If you’re hit once, you lose your
spacesuit and ifyou’re hit again, you’re sent back to start over

at an earlier point in the stage. The graphics are decent but
there' was nothing in the game that really sets it apart from
other games of the same kind.

TRRNSPORTHTXON
RELRHINGCHOPPING
MERGE NCIES

. in i Hi; on i

RCCOMMODRTI ON

pQg Our first Super NES game up for discussion is

J Extra Innings. You and I have played two

Extra Innings games and unlike our Rampart rivalry, I’ve

actually won a game here.

[ GEORGE |
That’s right. We both had runaway innings in

consecutive games and you took the second

game. I think this is one of the best baseball games for the

Super NES so far. It doesn’t really offer anything new but it’s

an all-around good game with detailed graphics and solid play

control.

(
GEORGE iWegnhom Star Saver to Star Trek. This new

adventure is split between Enterprise

piloting action scenes and planetary exploration with

Captain Kirk, Mr. Spock and Dr. McCoy.

( RQg "k I’m a big Star Trek fan and I was excited to pop
in the Game Pak and hear the opening strains

of the Star Trek theme. The story is that there is a planet

destroyer somewhere in space and the Klingons have a

machine that can defeat this creature. What you have to do is

get the machine from the Klingons and then go after the pla-

net destroyer. The introduction to the story takes place in the

ship’s bridge, but immediately after that, you go to this view
ofnearby space. You have to chart a course for the Enterprise

to this planet through various dangers. At that point, the

game was a bit of a let-down for me. The Enterprise is very

small and basically, you just have to avoid asteroids, Klingon
Cruisers and dangerous obstacles in a huge Space Amoeba.

[
GEORGE \

That Part °f t*ie 8arne >s quite a bit different

from the NES version of Star Trek. If you
enjoy space shoot ’em ups, you’d probably like it.

I
ROB fl

i prefer the scenes that take place on planetaryJ surfaces where you actually control the

members of the crew.

Personal Power Meters for Star Trek. George: 2.5 3.5 3.0 3.5 Rob: 3.5 3.5 3.0 3.5.

f

RQg j
The players don’t really look like real pro base-

ball players. They’re more along the lines of

the comic, younger players in Nolan Ryan’s Baseball which
we reviewed a couple of issues ago. They are also fairly small

once the viewpoint switches to that overhead look at a large

part of the field at once, though I do like the graphics of the

game. One thing that I don’t like is that the defensive players
1 seem to be pretty slow and weak. The runner might be

|

rounding second by the time the outfielder gets his hands on
the ball and then the throw to third ends up just rolling in. I

think that we both scored inside-the-park home runs in our

two games and that almost never happens in the real game.

[
GEORGE j

Teah. 1 would prefer faster and stronger field-

ing also, but I think that the strengths out-

weigh the weaknesses here. The battle between the pitcher

and the hitter, for instance, is very fair and realistic. There are

some games where hitting is next to impossible, but I think

that it’s pretty easy and intuitive in this game, and that allows

for a lot of action and scoring.

Personal Power Meters for Extra Innings. George: 4.0 3.5 3.0 3.5 Rob: 3.0 3.0 3.5 3.0.

f ROB |
Next, we have Smart Ball. In this game, you

control a prince who has been transformed

into a very flexible ball. Your mission is to somehow find a way
to change back into your human form.You can slither along the

ground and defeat enemies by changing your shape.

GE0 RC» Before we move on to Super NES games, we^

J

should mention that the Infogenius line of

Game Paks is expanding with a German Language Trans-
lator. It works as a kind of electronic book, translating both

from English to German and German to English. I can see

how it could be helpful if you are traveling in Germany and
would like a quick language reference. There’s also an Info-

genius Japanese Translator on the way.

GEORGE I
^t s a anc* His without the boy.

You can do a lot, like climb walls and stick to

the ceiling. The graphics and play control are great. Ifyou like

the concept, you’ll probably like the game.

The play control is difficult to get used to.You
should have a chance to get the hang of the

game before you have to do the really difficult stuff.
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I think that the favorite game for both of us

this issue is The Legend of Zelda: A Link
to the Past. This game is just amazing. It’s got incredible graph-

ics, great sound effects, and it’s a well thought out adventure.

j pQg I think it’s going to be a mega-hit. It takes all

ni the things that made the first two Zelda

games fun and exciting to a new level with the enhanced

graphics, sound and depth made possible by the Super NES.

YOUR GUIDE TO THE LATEST RELEASES
NES TITLE COMPANY PLAY INFO

POVI

G

ER METER RATINGS

P C T
GAME TYPE

Blazebusters Ascii 2P-A 2.8 3.3 2.7 2.9 Comic Action

The Empire Strikes Back m__ IP 3.6 3.6 3.8 Sci-Fi Adv.

Godzilla 2 To ho IP 2.8 2.8 2.9 3.1 Sci-Fi Strategy

MX. Kids Virgin Games 2P-A 2.9 3.4 3.3 3.3 Comic Action

Nightshade Ultra IP 3.4 2.9 3.6 3.8 Crime Fighting Adv.

Super Square Deal Hector 2P-S 2.9 3.3 3.0 2.8 Puzzle Action

Terminator 2: Judgment Day JJN IP 3.1 3.3 2.9 3.0 Sci-Fi Action

Wizardry 11: Knight of Diamonds Ascii 1P/BATT 2.9 2.5 2.9 3.1 Role Playing

GAME BOY TITLE COMPANY PLAY INFO

High Stakes Electro Brain 2P-S/PASS 3.2 3.3 3.5 3.6 Games of Chance

Infogenius German Language Translator GameTek ip N/A N/A N/A N/A Translator

Mega Man 2 Capcom 1P/PASS 3.9 3.9 3.7 3.8 Comic Adv.

Pop Up Infogrames 1 P/PASS 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.4 Puzzle Action

Pyramids of Ra Matchbox 1 P/PASS 2.8 3.6 2.6 2.7 Puzzle Action

Square Deal Hector 2P-S 2.9 2.8 3.0 3.0 Puzzle Action

Star Saver Taito IP 3.2 3.3 3.0 3.3 Sci-Fi Action

Star Trek Ultra 1 P/PASS 3.3 3.2 3.3 3.4 Sci-Fi Action

Tiny Toon Adventures Konami IP 3.8 3.6 3.4 3.6 Comic Action

lb
Extra Innings Sony Imagesoft 2P-S 3.4 3.6 3.4 3.4 Baseball

Joe & Mac __
The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past

Taito

Nintendo

2P-S

IP/ BATT

3.9

4.7

3.6

4.3

3.6

4.8

3.7

4.9

Comic Action

Hero Quest

Lemmings Sunsoft 2P-S/PASS 3.8 3.6 4.1 4.3 Comic Action

Smart Ball Sony Imaaesoft ip 3.3 3.0 3.2 3.4 Comic Action

mi mi
You can get the most out of our

game chart by understanding

the categories. Title, Company
and Game Type are self

explanatory. Use this Key to

understand Play Info and the

valuable Power Meter ratings.

PLAY INFO
Games aremade to be played with as many
as four players. Some also employ a battery

or password to savegame play data

.

IP = ONE PLAYER

2P-S =TW0 PLAYERS SIMULTANEOUS

2P-A = TW0 PLAYERS ALTERNATING

BATT = BATTERY

PASS = PASSWORD

POWER METER
The Pros at Nintendo HQ rate

each new game. Ratings are

from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) in

four different categories.

G = GRAPHICS AND SOUND
P = PLAY CONTROL

C = CHALLENGE

T = THEME AND FUN
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Our main man, Mario, still rules the charts. However, everyone has got to be won-
dering when The Legend of Zelda: A Link To The Past is going to skyrocket up the

Super NES chart. It should be very soonl

BATTLETOADS

SUPER MARIO BROS. 3
The lasting challenge and appeal

of Super Mario Bros. 3 should

keep it at # I for quite awhile

longer.

They're a worthy challenge for

the Mario Bros., but will the

'Toads ever attain the lofty # I

position?

The good Doctor won't let a

little thing like a few viruses

stop him from prescribing some

TMNTQiuEtw
The power of pizza boosts

5,185
the Ninja Turtles back up

POINTS

TETRIS

into the Top 5. Cowabunga,

dudes!

Block-stacking enthusiasts

I C 1 iH gobble up Tetris at the
I ' stores and push it up the

NES chart once again.

TJID SUPER MARIO BROS. 2

OUT) BATMAN

[) THE SIMPSONS:

lOlIS FINAL FANTASY

11M3 THE LITTLE MERMAID

12 4m CRVSTALIS

13 HE MONOPOLY

.14j®. MEGS MAN I
15M MEGA MANI
16 POINTS i BASES LOADED II

(17 po°N°sl LITTLE NEMO the dream master

(IQ 2:02
{
IQ POIN'

1 9 points MEGA MAN I

20 rhiNis TEENAGE MUTANT ninja turtles
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SUPER NES

8,303
POINTS

3 MONTHS

SUPER MARIO WORLD
It's too bad that Mario and Luigi

can't take a bite out of

Chocolate lsland...they're getting

very hungry on this adventure!

F-ZERO

FINAL FANTASY II

Taking on the challenge ofthe

King League is keeping F-Zero

players very busy this month.

Don't make mistakes!

6,945
POINTS

FINAL FIGHT
Lightning fast Cody and

muscle-bound Haggar

tackle the streets of Metro

City. Their mission is vital.

6,211
.POINTS,

SI
8 POINTS

10 F

BTg CflSTLEVflNIfl K
wmh JOHN MADDEN’S FOOTBALL

(HCss super r-type

14 4K, ULTRAMAN

The first epic adventure for the

Super NES is keeping role-play-

ing fans riveted to their TV
screens.

SIMCITY
Oh no! A plane has

crashed! The city hopes it

has enough Fire Stations to

put the flames out

16 T SUPER GHOULS 'N GHOSTS

18 FPOINTS j

19 v LEMMINGS

120 fisiNTs I
CONTRA I

GAME BOY

SUPER MARIO LAND
Game Boys everywhere are

« leaP'ng t° life 3s Mario pilots
• ’ the Sky Pop through dangerous

territory.

METROID n
The one Metroid left over from

the first mission continues to

reproduce. Samus must come
to the rescue!

DR. MARIO
Game Boy provides an excel-

lent breeding ground for nasty

viruses. You must help Dr.

Mario come up with a cure.

6,031
POINTS

MEGA MAN Will'Ll

That deranged psycho, Dr.

Wily, just won't stop. He A 918
keeps assaulting Mega Man

p6ints

TMNTE!t

gSTl BflTTLETOflDS

7 M HOME ALONE

8
-

• igog .ii

-

POINTS j

OPERATION C

1 5 POINTS

16 JSSL

SUPER R.C. PRO-AM

TMNT: BACK FROM THE SEWERS

CASTLEVANIAlIKUNTSHKE

FINAL FANTASY ADVENTURE

FINAL FANTASY LEGEND I

TECIYIO BOWL

FACEBALL 2000

FALL OF

,THE FOOT CLAN

The Foot Clan keeps com-

ing back! The Turtles are

ready for them, though.

Earn yourself a pizza feast.

18 POINTS

1 9 p’oints 1
CASTLEVANIA: the adventure

20^1 FINAL FANTASY LEGEND
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Mil'
Kansi

Wencj^Hector Joel Rumens
G ra n cl Rap

TMNT: Fall of the Foot Clan

Mega Man in Dr. Wily’s Revenge

Tecmo Bowl

Castlevania: The Adventure

Bases Loaded

Final Fantasy Ledgend

TMNT: Fall of the Foot Clan

Dr. Mario

Final Fantasy Ledgend

Final Fantasy Ledgend II

Final Fantasy Adventure

TMNT: Fall of the Foot Clan

TAKE 5
The readers of Nintendo Power have

voted these games to be their Top 5

Game Boy Sports games. Be sure to

cast an accurate vote for your favorites

in the Player's Poll this month.

3. Bases Loaded

1 . F-1 Race 4. Super R.C. Pro-Am

2. Tecmo Bowl 5. Days of Thunder
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CORIN NEMEC CANT LOSE

Zing, bam, swoop goes the soundtrack of

“Parker Lewis Can’t Lose,” the fast-paced

FOX comedy series. With its zany special

effects, it’s the only television show we know

ofthat can be compared to a video game.

We recently interviewed Corin “Corky”

Nemec, who stars as the charming but mis-

chievous Parker Lewis. When we met, we
talked to the coolest kid in high school

about video games and gave him a sneak

preview of the new Super NES game, The

Legend ofZelda: A Link to the Past.

Corin Nemec, right, better known os Corky, stars as

Parker Lewis, who comes up with an ingenious plan

for every adventure.

Nintendo Power: What do you like best

about playing video games?

Corky Nemec: They’re so much fun and

they’re extremely educational, too. I love the

challenge of trying to complete the games,

to find hidden things, to reach new levels.

Video games help with concentration and

hand-eye coordination. Let’s face it, you

have to be intelligent to play; you can’t be a

moron.

NP: What do you think ofThe Legend of

Zelda: A Link to the Past?

CN: Very cool! I couldn’t get away from the

game. The graphics are spectacular. Aaagh! I

still haven’t beaten Ganon.

NP: Do you have any video-game playing

tips for our readers?

CN: Let go and have a lot offun. Don’t get

frustrated—it’ll ruin the fun of the game.

Laugh at your mishaps.

NP: What’s your favorite video game?

CN: Right now it’s Super Mario World for

the Super NES. It came at the perfect

time—I was really ready for a new Mario

Bros. game. It’s the coolest. I’ve stayed up all

night playing it with my friends. I like Yoshi!

NP: What do you like best about being

on Parker Lewis Can’t Lose?

CN: The show incorporates special

effects, music videos, and, most of all,

originality. Parker’s extremely likable.

He’s very popular and into helping peo-

ple, which is cool.

NP: How did you get started acting?

CN: A friend introduced me to his acting

coach and, before I knew it, I was doing

commercials. Since then, I’ve been in the

film “Tucker: The Man and His Dream,”

and television movies “My Son Johnny”

and “I Know My First Name is Steven.”

(Corky was nominatated for an Emmy
for his portrayal of kidnap victim Steven

Staynor.)

NP: Is there anything about you that

would surprise your fans?

CN: (laughing) That I’m” not Parker

Lewis. I like Parker. He’s funny, outgo-

ing, sure of himself, and involved with

helping other people. I like to keep a lit-

tle more to myself, so when I’m Parker, I

get to be someone else, which is one of

the great things about acting.
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A LOOK INTO
THE GAMES OF
THE FUTURE

AK WATCH
Wrestlemania LJN

WWF Wrestling will come to life soon

on the Super NES thanks to LJN and

Sculptured Software. The nearly-finished

version they sent us got a long workout,

and we’re happy to report that we liked

what we saw. The digitized opening se-

quence helped set the scene, and the like-

nesses of the wresders like Hulk Hogan,

“Macho Man” Randy Savage, Animal,

Hawk, the Natural Disasters and others

(ten in all) were almost photographic in

clarity. Even more impressive was the

smooth animation ofthe wresders during

the action in the ring—the best we’ve seen

for a wresding game.

At first, we thought that the controller

sequences for executing different body
bashing throws and holds were difficult

to figure out. Once we got some basic

moves under our belts, however,we start-

ed to rock and roll. From simple head-

butts to B-52 Bellybombs off the ropes.

we used every dirty trick in the book. All

die wresders are capable of making the

full range of moves, but size and quick-

ness affects execution.As a result, strategy

is very important,which means brains are

just as important as brawn.

Realistic touches add a lot to die game,

like the crowd going ape when you make
an awesome move and wrestlers respond-

ing slowly to your commands when their

energy levels are low. The two-player

mode was our favorite, but with the

option to wresde One-on-One, TagTeam,

or in the four-on-four Survivor Series,

playing the computer can also be a chal-

lenge, especially ifyou set the game to the

Hard mode. Frankly, this Pak Watcher

was impressed. Playing WWF Super

Wresdemania was much more fun than

watching the real thing.
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The Addams Family OCEAN

Ocean has put together an impressive

looking action game for the Super NES
in The Addams Family. Although the

game play is similar to Mario adven-

tures—Gomez stomps ghosts, ghouls,

rabbits and other critters who dwell in

the huge Addams Family mansion—

there are items to collect that add chal-

lenge and fun to the game. For instance,

if you find the Fez hat, Gomez can fly!

The range of actions is a real strength as

Gomez tries to rescue the strange

members of his cooky, ooky clan.

According to Ocean,The Addams Fam-

ily, should be available this Spring and
Robocop 3 for the Super NES and NES
will follow.

The Duel: Test Drive 2 accolade

Our sources at Accolade say that work

has begun on a Super NES version of

The Duel: Test Drive II. The Test Drive

games are driving simulations featuring

some of the fastest production models in

the world and realistic scenery as seen

from a cockpit view. Distinctive Software,

the developer, plans on adding a Lam-
borghini Diablo to the Super NES line-

up along with the Ferrari F40 and

Porsche 959. The screens shown here are

from the Amiga. In head-to-head compe-

tition or time trials these cars can reach

we’ll keep you updated with progress

reports in Pak Watch.

speeds up to 190 mph. As this game goes

through the many steps of development.

Gargoyle’s Quest CAPCOM

Back in January we promised you a look

at Gargoyle’s Quest for the NES from

Capcom. Here it is, and in this Pak Wat-

cher’s opinion, the Ghoul Realm was

meant to be explored on a large screen

and in color. For those of you who

GARGOYLE'S QUEST

weren’t introduced to Firebrand the Gar-

goyle in the hit Game Boy version, his

world is a mix ofoverhead adventure and

side-scrolling action with a trove of items

to collect along the way. Look for this one

in the next few months. Capcom also has

STREET FIGHTER It

two Super NES arcade conversions—the

16 meg Street Fighter II for two-player

action and Magic Sword’s 50 stages of

heroic battles. Ariel (Disney’s The Little

Mermaid) should be appearing soon for

Game Boy.

MAGIC SWORD
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Nintendo of America constructed an

elaborate temporary structure of more
than 65,000 square feet at the Winter
Consumer Electronics Show in Las

Vegas. There, your Pak Watchers found
a big top atmosphere and 54 licensee

exhibitors showing off hundreds of

games for the three Nintendo systems.

Amidst jugglers, video characters come
to life, and an interactive Mario, we
found the following scoops.

The big news from Nintendo was

the announcement of a CD-ROM for

the Super NES, which is scheduled for

release next January. Nintendo also

showcased The Legend ofZelda: A Link
To The Past, the Super Scope 6, and

Super Play-Action Football for the Super

At the Capcom booth we tested out

Street Fighter II for the Super NES and
found that this 16 megabit version was

just as fun, fast and fantastic as the

arcade original. For the NES, Dark
Wing Duck really impressed us with

great control and fun activities like

floating with helium balloons.

It looks like Konami/Ultra is conti-

nuing to put out tons of fun. Leading

the way on the Super NES are Contra

III: The Alien Invasion (previously called

Super Contra IV) and T.M.N.T. IV:

Turtles In Time. Both are terrific games
for two players. Konami scored another

major coup when it landed the license

for the upcoming Batman movie, Bat-

man: The Return. Look for a Super NES
game based on the film at the end ofthe
year.

Acclaim/LJN will continue to pro-

duce a wide variety of games. Bart’s

Nightmare for the Super NES had Bart

battling viruses and turning into a dino-

saur. Another game in the first stages of

development for the Super NES is Spi-

der Man And The Uncanny X-Men.
The biggest news for license-based

games, however, may have been the

announcement that SunSoft signed a

deal for the use of the Looney Tunes
characters. Already they are planning

Death Valley Rally, featuring the Road-

runner and Wile E. Coyote, and Tazma-

nia. Superman, Batman: Return of the

Joker, and BlasterMaster2 for the Super

NES make the future look even

brighter. Lemmings will also be coming
for the NES.
Data East’s Super NES Ultrabots is a

classy looking cart along the lines of

Battletech that looks promising. David

Crane demonstrated his amazingly

good Amazing Tennis for Absolute.
David, who is a tournament tennis play-

er, has succeeded in capturing the feel

of real tennis for this Super NES game.

American Sammy was excited

about two classic D&D type games—
Might <6 Magic with very good
graphics for the NES, and Might &
Magjc II for the Super NES. FCI was

also showcasing its RPG lineup, headed

by the Super NES version of Ultima VI:

The False Prophet. For the NES, Dragon
Strike looks like an interesting variation

from the AD&D family. The overhead

view of this game lets you fly dragons

and battle in the air.

The big news from Jaleco is that

they are working with Lucasarts on a

Young Indy game based on theTV series

that will air in the fall. Hi-Tech is also

working with a major license in a Super

NES HuntFor Red October. A very early

Super Battleloads game was shown by
Tradewest. The RARE development

team seems to be heading in the right

direction with some cool super moves
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REPORT!
for the toads to use against super

baddies.

Another major trend is that comput-

er games continue to be converted to

the Super NES. Software Toolworks

announced that the space-flight simula-

tor, Wing Commander, was on its way.

Maxis, the creators of SimCity, were

showing a Super NES version of

SimEarth, which has already been

released in Japan. The hit PC game.

Railroad Tycoon from Microprose, was

announced as a fall release, although

We visited Taito's Bedrock and Hudson's Adventure

Island during our tour day tour of CES kiosks.

the Super NES version was not avail-

able. Creating Turrican II for all three

systems is the big project at Accolade
along with The Duel: Test Drive 2.

Of the five Super NES basketball

games, HAL’s NCAA Basketball

showed promise with unique Mode 7

graphics effects. Electronic Arts

showed a solid Bulls Vs. Lakers, but ev-

eryone was talking about their upcom-
ing PC game, Michael Jordan’s Flight

Simulator, which this Pak Watcher
would like to see on the Super NES.

The most talked about game was a

CD ROM ghost story called Guest from

Virgin Games while the most talked

about people at CES were probably the

guys at Bulletproof Software, who

Xcrdion, an interstellar hero, took time out of his busy

schedule to drop by Earth and the Asmik booth.

wore bright yellow pants with happy

face designs to promote SuperFaceball—

one of the best two-player games we

saw! Ocean was busy with several

development projects: Radio Flyer,

based on the upcoming movie, andJoe
Vs. The Walland Push Over—two unique

puzzlers. The biggest surprise was

Wings from Namco. The WWI flight

simulator is a big improvement over the

original Amiga version and derives its

look and control from Pilotwings. Nos-

feratu and Fl-ROC for the Super NES
from Seta didn’t surprise us except that

both of these games exceeded our

greatest expectations. Out of this World

from Interplay turned a lot of heads

with its PC-like graphics and excellent

animation while Family Dog from

T.HQ_has great animation and humor.

Well that’s a wrap. We’ll be reporting

from Chicago and the Summer CES
later in the year. In the meantime, many
of the games mentioned above will

appear in Nintendo Power in the next

several months.

FUTURE GAMES
FOR

NES
Avengers

Bio Force Ape

Contra Force

Cyberball

The Empire Strikes Back

Gargoyle’s Quest

Hammerin’ Harry

Might & Magic

Rocky

Toki

Toxic Crusaders

T&C 2: Thrilla’s Surfari

Ufouria

Uncharted Waters

Wizards & Warriors HI

Yoshi

GAME BOY
High Stakes

Ariel (The Little Mermaid)

Lunar Chase

Mousetrap Hotel

Nail N’ Scale

Star Trek

Top Gun: Guts & Glory

Turn And Burn

Yoshi
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NEXT ISSUE
COMING NEXT MONTH IN VOLUME 35

THE ADDAMS FAMILY
That creepy, kooky Addams Family is now moving to the

Super NES for an all-new, mysterious and spook)' adventure.

See some of their 16-bit antics in next months review.

CAPTAIN AMERICA AND THE AVENGERS
Iron Man and Vision have been captured by the evil Red
Skull. Hawkeye and Captain America will battle a vast num-
ber ofvillains to free their fellow Avengers.

STAR TREK
Star Date April 1992: The Enterprise crew beams down to a

Game Boy near you, ready to explore new territory and add

yet another stellar entry to its Star Log.

WWF SUPER WRESTLEMANIA
Our review of LJN s hot Super NES brawl will include pro-

files of the ten WWF contenders who appear in the game.

Find out the inside scoop straight from the pros.

BACK ISSUES
These Nintendo Power bock issues are avail-

able individually. Add them to your collection!

They contain these exciting reviews:

Volume 22 (March '91): MetolStorm, StorTropics, G.I.

Joe, Hudson's Adventure Island EL

Volume 23 (April '91): Power Blade, Sword Master,

Totally Rad, Monopoly.

Volume 24 (May '91): Vice: Project Doom, The

Adventures of Lolo in, The Rocketeer, The Lone Ranger.

Volume 25 (June 91): Battletoads, Day Dreamin'

Davey, NES Open Tournament Golf.

Volume 26 (July '91): Robin Hood, Rockin' Kats, The

Little Mermaid.

Volume 27 (Aug. '91): Ninja Gaiden 3, Dragon
Warrior E & IE, Darkman.

Volume 28 (Sept. ’91): Super Mario World, Star

Wars, Smash TV, Kick Master.

Volume 29 (Oct. '91): Star Trek, F-Zero, Metroid,

Shatterhand, Roger Clemens MVP Baseball.

Volume 30 (Nov. '91): Final Fantasy n, Tom & Jerry,

Where In Time Is Carmen Sandiego, Flintstones,

Ultimate Air Combat.

Volume 31 (Dec. Tiny Toon Adventures, Batman:

Return of the Joker, ActRaiser, Metroid II: Return of

Samus (Game Boy).

Volume 32 (Jan. '92): Mega Man BZ, Monster In My
Pocket, Tecmo Super Bowl.

Volume 33 (Feb. '92) TMNT m: The Manhattan
Project, The Simpsons: Bart vs. The World, Ramport,

Gl Joe: The Atlantis Factor.

Use the Back Issue/Tip Book Order Form in this

magazine to order your books today.

SPECIAL OFFERS
Issues from our first two years are available

only in special collector's sets. You won't find

these issues at newsstands!

Volumes 1 through 6 featuring classic games
are included in the First-Year Set.

Five of the most popular NES games of all time

are featured in Volumes 7 through 1 2.

STRATEGY GUIDES
AND TIP BOOKS

Nintendo Power's Strategy Guides and tip

books cover some of the most popular games
ever and contain the most complete informa-

tion. If you like these games and want to know
every single detail about them—these Strategy

Guides are definitely the way to go!

STRATEGY GUIDES:

TIP BOOKS:
The Legend of Zelda: Tips and Tactics

How to Win at Super Mario Bros.

Use the Back Issue/Tip Book Order Form in this

magazine to order your books today.
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scoop on 1 8 of the

hottest NES games ever

released. Think of it as your road

_ map to NES success!

Comprehensive

coverage of 136 Gome
Boy titles. This is by far the best

source of information for Game Boy.

Yiiniendoj

PLAYER'S GUIDES

The place to find the inside story on
Mario, plus a whopping 1 40-paae

review of Super Mario World for

the Super Nes.

This super

guide gives you information

on 55 Super NES titles and detailed reviews

of 19 spectacular games!

WHAT’S THE SCORE ?
PLAYER'S POLL QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

To enter a Player’s Poll Contest we ask you to tear out and send

in a card. On that card we ask you to answer a few questions

about topics relating to Nintendo and Nintendo Power maga-
zine. We thought you might like to see how readers reacted to

the recent changes in the format ofNintendo Power.

1) HOW DO YOU LIKE THE NEW COMICS SECTIONS?

2) WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT HAVING ADVERTISEMENTS IN

NINTENDO POWER?

3) OVERALL HOW DO YOU LIKE THE NEW NINTENDO POWER?

I think it's great!

I don't like the changes. Bring

back my old Nintendo Power.

It's OK. I didn't really notice

much difference. (1 1 .8%)

To summarize, readers really liked the changes in Nintendo
Power, including the addition of the Legend of Zelda and Super

Mario Bros, comics. Readers also thought that it would be O.K.
to run advertisements if they were limited to a few pages. The
results were tallied from a random sample of approximately

23,000 responses.

THANKS FOR YOUR INPUT AND CONTINUED SUPPORT!
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


